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END -TO -END SALES, TRAFFIC,
AUTOMATION AND BILLING

Why more radio broadcasters are turning to WideOrbit

More and more radio broadcasters are turning to WideOrbit for
best -in -class traffic and automation capabilities with the benefits
of a fully integrated solution. WideOrbit is the industry's fastest
growing provider of advertising sales, traffic and billing software
for radio. This August, we acquired Google Radio Automation. Now
WideOrbit provides an end -to -end solution for radio broadcasters
across sales, traffic, billing and automation.

WideOrbit's traffic system, WO Traffic, is a scalable, enterprise -wide
solution that enables radio broadcasters to manage multiple
stations, markets and groups from a single system. It includes
real-time, flexible reporting that delivers extraordinary visibility
and control at all levels of your business. WO Automation for Radio
(formerly Google Radio Automation) is the industry's most modern
and powerful radio automation system which ensures that stations
are on the air and sounding great every minute of every day. The
combined solution seamlessly integrates to provide live log
capabilities between traffic and automation.

WideOrbit is the choice of key radio broadcasters like Midwest
Communications, Federated Media, Corus Radio, Astral Media
and Entercom.

Contact us today to see a demo and find out why more radio
broadcasters are turning to WideOrbit.

"We chose WideOrbit because it met all
of ou requirements and much more.
WideOrbit has delivered full access to all
of our markets from the corporate office,
at the touch of a key."

Paul Rahmlow, Secretary Treasurer

Midwest Communications

WIDE ORBIT

For morn information please contact:

Mike Zinsmeister, Vice President, Sales

Office: +1.404.378.3381 I Mobile: +1.828.712.2843

mikez@wideorbit.com I www.wideorbit.com
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Perfect for STLs, backup audio links, IP audio distribution, STL
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The 'only' low cost IP codec with full front panel screen,
keypad and navigation. You don't need a computer to use it.

Broadcast quality analog and digital audio connectors you
expect to find on more expensive codecs.

Automatic address book option. Connect Bridge -IT to the
internet and watch other codecs in your network appear on
your screen just like Skype TM. Perfect for non -technical
people.

Tieline's famous IP QoS performance engine for low delay,
rock solid, CD quality audio connections over LANs, WANs,
the internet, satellite IP, WiMAX and WiFi rinks
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VIEWPOINT CSCHERER@RADIOMAGONLINE.COM

Changing of
the guard

When you think of AM RF systems, the names of a few individuals come

to mind. Over the past few years, Ben Dawson and Ron Rackley have
been holding the exalted AM guru post with their visible appearances

at NAB convention presentations. Carl Smith is of course another name associated

with AM. But as a Radio magazine reader there's one name you know that is held
in high regard when it comes to AM: John Battison. I'm proud to say that he is a
significant contributor to Radio magazine; you regularly see his column here.
John's career in radio is long and varied. And while I noted his experience

with AM, he is just as knowledgeable in FM and TV. His work with RF has
taken him around the world, and he epitomizes
the title of his RF Engineering column with his
knowledge of transmission systems.
John's involvement with Radio magazine begins

with his work on Broadcast Engineering magazine.

While Radio magazine on its own has been
around since 1994, its roots begin in 1959 when
Broadcast Engineering covered radio and TV. Not
long after Broadcast Engineering was founded,
John was writing for it.

In December 1961, he became consulting editor
and penned an editorial outlining the need for a
new technical society that would serve the interests
of the station engineer. That suggestion took root,
and by 1964, John had built the foundations and
became the first president of that new society: The
Society of Broadcast Engineers.

And while John's RF work is extensive, he has
many other interests. He was an RAF pilot in WWII.
He is an ordained minister. He loves cats.

In the years of reading his columns before I joined
Radio magazine in 1997, and then working with
him since becoming the editor, I have learned a
great deal from him. I'm the first to admit I got into
radio because of my interest in audio. I picked up
RF along the way, and I certainly hove gained a
great deal of understanding from John.

Several years ago, John retired from his regularWhat's your opinion? Send it to

radlogRadioMagOntine corn consulting work. He retained a few clients, and

he cortinued writing for Radio magazine. What
saddens me is that John has told me the time has
come for him to surrender his regular column
post. He has put in nearly 50 years of writing for
Broadcast Engineering and Radio magazines. I'd
say that's a pretty good run.

I don't plan to let him just disappear, however.
While he may not write a regular column, I will
tap his knowledge as a technical resource in the
future. You may still see his byline on occasion
for special features. So rather than saying John is
signing off, let's just say he is going to reduced
power for post -sunset operation.
John's last regular column appears in this issue.
Because John has touched so many people in

radio, we have created a blog for your comments
at RadioMagOnline.com and a discussion thread
on Facebook. Please post any comments for John
that you would like to share.

Also, look to Sign Off for more of John's accom-
plishments and history with Radio magazine.

The RF Engineering column will continue, and
another RF expert takes over the reins from John:
Jeremy Ruck. Jeremy has many years of RF expe-
rience working with Don Markley (yet another
legendary name in RFI. Jeremy has written for
Radio magazine in the past, so it's my pleasure
to bring him on to the regular roster.

Webinar: IP Audio in the Studio
Save the date: Nov. 17, 2009
2 p.m. ET/11 a.m. PT
Register @ RadioMagOnline.com

8 November 2009 RadioMagOnline.com
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RF ENGINEERING www.RadioMagOnline.com

The phasor By John Batson,
RE., technical editor, RF

0 ver the nearly 80 years that have passed since the first AM DA was
built in this country, the state of the art has progressed slowly but
steadily. The FCC's engineering department coped well with the

new challenge, and through necessity developed a set of engineering rules
establishing a method of proving that the completed antenna systems produced
radiation patterns similar to the proposals made in the original Forms 301.

Providing the information the Commission required became an expensive
proposition and quite possibly resulted in a few less -directional stations being
constructed. As the proposed operations tended to become more exotic, a

lot of thought was expended on developing a
more convenient method of proving a directional
antenna pattern. In 2008 the industry's efforts
were rewarded and the FCC approved the new

simplified directional an-
tenna proof of performance
program. Gone now are the
mandated expensive, time-
consuming and occasionally
dubious, lengthy radial runs.
In their place is what has be-
come almost a computerized
proof. The new DA proof of
performance requirements
have already been broadly
described and discussed;
however, the new reduced
actual field measurements
still entail a minimum amount

of actual measurement.
These measurements, plus

a number of very accurate
system measurements, com-
bine together to prove the
working directional antenna
system's compliance with
Form 301.

Heart of the antenna system
The phasor is basically the heart of the AM

directional antenna system. This unit, together
with other circuit items such as antenna tuning
units (ATU), accurately calibrated instrumentation
and accurately cut lengths of coaxial cable forms
the brain and heart of the DA. Over the past 60
or so years I have come across many different
phasors, some were beautiful precision works of
art, others were good, solidly constructed work
horses and one or two were unbelievable. But
they all worked - according to the licenses on

the station walls. It seems that with the greater
emphasis being placed on the actual system's
measured values of individual units ease and
accuracy of measurement should have high
consideration in phasor design.

The purpose of the phasor is to direct RF of the
required phase and magnitude from the transmitter
to the individual towers in the antenna array. This is

accomplished by feeding the signal into a power
dividing and phasing network system whose name
was well known by radio engineers long before
"Beam me up, Scotty" was a popular phrase, and
with a very different connotation!

We have all encountered conditions at transmit-
ters where one had to be a contortionist to access
the desired measurement points. Often it was nec-
essary to disconnect components and devices in
order to insert a measuring instrument. Examination
of the new rules seems to imply that repeatable
readings are an even more precise requirement
of an acceptable system. For example, in some
critical cases it might be necessary to record the
actual positions of the 01B leads and also whether
the shcrt or long clip lead was used so as to be
sure of repeating the measurements under the same
conditions. This sort of statement may seem like
splitting hairs but my interpretation of the new rules
seems to call for much greater care in making and
recording circuit and component values than has
sometimes been required in the past.

Perhaps some modifications in facilitating easier
measurement of circuit values might be worth
considering by phasor manufacturers. The place-
ment of such things as jacks for inserting inline
operating bridges and similar devices does not
always make for easy accomplishment. Some
engineers find that a permanent inline bridge
mounted at the phasor input common point is very
convenient. It certainly is, but it confines bridge
use to that one circuit. To facilitate OIB flexibility
it might be worthwhile locating a common point
input jack on the front panel of the phasor with
adjacert provision for supporting the bridge
during measurements. Such an arrangement
would require a removable insulated cover at
the access jack for the OIB clips, but it would
obviate the need to disconnect the input cable,
which sometimes is necessary when measuring
commor point impedance.

10 November 2009 RadioMagOnline.com



Inside job
Most engineers have had to open the back of

the phasor and connect an OIB to a jack in an
individual tower cable. This generally requires
opening a phasor door or even occasionally
removing a piece of the cabinet. It is not uncom-
mon to find a slight change in the measured circuit
values when the cabinet door is closed or the
piece of cabinet replaced. I have also noticed
this occurs occasionally when opening or closing
ATU cabinets in the field. In view of the reliance
placed on circuit values and measurements in the
new computerized directional antenna proof of
performance this may be a point worth considering
by equipment manufacturers.

One of the bete noires of many station engineers
(myself included) is the tapped inductor. This is a
useful device, but in my opinion, in many cases
its time has passed. For one thing, positive iden-
tification of critical tap positions is comparatively
difficult to determine. Nail polish is still good,
provided it doesn't unwittingly interfere with clip
connection. But every time it is changed the flex-
ible lead can also move and change reactance
values. The actual tap changing also requires
transmitter shutdown and reentry into the pha-

RF ENGINEERING
sor or ATU. After this has occurred several times
while trying to find the correct tap position, a
good -enough positon may be accepted through
laziness or sheer fatigue.

The use of continuously adjustable inductances
is preferred. Not only is correct tuning usually
achieved more quickly, but precision adjustments
can be made very easily via smooth turning panel
mounted control knobs. There is no need to open
cabinet doors or remove cabinet panels. Excessive
transmitter ons and offs are avoided leading to
longer component life and gererally improved
operational economy. Although continuously vari-
able inductors are more expensive than tapped
coils, the additional cost is worth it overall.

Even the lonely ATU inductor in a doghouse or
all-weather field mounting would benefit from a
change to a continuously variable coil. The time
may be ripe now for phasor and ATU designers and
manufacturers to look at operational flexibility in the
design of such equipment. Maybe the upcoming
generation of radio engineers will encounter a new
ease of measurement as a facet of the Commission's
new directional antenna proof rules.

E mad Battison at batcom@verizon.'jet.
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Engineers propose
abandonment of "ratchet" rule By Harry Martin

on Rackley and Ben Dawson have filed a petition for rule making
on behalf of their firms (du Treil, Lundin & Rackley, and Hatfield &

awson) proposing a significant change in the AM allotment rules
- specifically to footnote 1 of Section 73.182(q). Initial comments were due
on the proposal on October 9.

The following simple example taken from the Rackley-Dawson petition illustrates
how the ratchet rule currently operates: Station A is a 5.0kW station on 1 000kHz
with a quarterwave nondirectional antenna and a nighttime interference -free level
of 3.OmV/m and Station B is a 5.0kW co -channel station located some distance

away that has a nighttime interference -free RSS of
1 3.0mV/m including a single limit from Station A of
8.3mV/m. The Station B antenna was designed to
have a null in its vertical radiation pattern protecting
Station A, but Station A was there first and does not
protect Station B. Both stations have 5mS/m ground

Dateline
The FCC has indefinitely suspended the previously -

announced Nov. 1 deadline for submission of biennial
ownership reports for commercial radio stations in all
states and territories. Licensees will have a minimum
of 30 days to prepare and file their reports once OMB
approves the new Form 323.

For noncommercial radio stations in Alabama,
Connecticut. Georgia, Massachusetts, Maine. New
Hampshire. Vermont and Rhode Island, their biennial
ownership report deadline is Dec. 1.

Dec. 1 is the deadline for radio stations in Connecticut.
Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and
Rhode Island to electronically file their Broadcast EEO
Mid -Term Reports (Form 397) with the FCC.

Dec. 1 is the deadline for radio stations licensed in
the following states to place their annual EEO Reports
in their public files: Alabama, Connecticut, Georgia,
Massachusetts. Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and
Rhode Island.

conductivity within their coverage areas. If Station
A makes a transmitter site change subject to the
"ratchet clause" [i.e., Section 73.182(q), footnote
1] and is required to reduce its interference contri-
bution by 10 percent, the single limit from station
A will decrease from 8.3mV/m to 7.5mV/m and

the nighttime interference -free RSS at Station B will
decrease from 13.0mV/m to 12.5mV/m.

Ratchet rule
The ratchet rule was adopted in the early 1990s

as part of an effort to reduce interference in the
AM band. Unlike FM and TV, at night AM signals
bounce off the ionosphere and come back to earth
far away from the transmitter. This leads to seri-
ous nighttime interference problems, because the
bounce (also known as the skip effect) tends to be
somewhat unpredictable. (In fact, the calculations
are possible only statistically.) To deal with those
problems, the Commission over the years devised
a complicated set of standards designed to limit,
but not absolutely prevent, the nighttime interfer-
ence stations could expect to encounter.

The ratchet rule was intended to induce reduction of

interference by making reductions in a Class A or B
station's contribution to potential nighttime interference

a condition to changes in that station's facilities.
The Rackley-Dawson petition illustrates how

the rule, in practice, tends to discourage service
improvements even when such improvements
would greatly outweigh any advantage gained
through supposed reductions in nighttime interfer-
ence. In this connection the engineers point out
that the stations most likely to be constrained by
the ratchet rule tend to be older ones that cause
relatively little nighttime interference, while the sta-
tions to which interference would be reduced are
newer stations that agreed to accept the existing
levels of interference when they were authorized.
It appears from the petition that elimination of the
ratchet rule would provide meaningful relief for a
significant number of AM stations.

Depending on the response to the first round of
comments received in October, the FCC may decide
to embody this proposal in a formal rule making
proceeding. While radio is not a priority for the
current Commission, this type of technical proposal,
because 't does not have any political implications,
could well get the agency's ultimate blessing.

Martin is a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PI
Arlington, VA. E-mail: martin@fhhlaw.corn
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TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

WISE
RECEIVER
More than just audio sources,
satellite receivers are smarter now.
By Conrad Trautmann, CPBE The top questions radio station engineers ask about the radio

networks satellite delivery systems are, "Why are there so many
different manufacturers of receivers? Wasn't it better when the

major networks used the same receiver? Now I have a rack full of receivers
that all work differently from each other and they take up more space."
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FM TRANSMITTERS
BROADCAST

All transmitter powers with the best
quality price ratio
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EM2000 is a 2000W FM transmitter mock
up of the EM 25 DIG exciter (or FM 20/30 exciter) and the
AM 2000 FM amplifier. AM 2000 includes eight 300W high
efficiency MOSFFT technology amplifying modules, fed by
independent switching power supplies, which ore mode tc
withstand the working conditions. The amplifiying module:
work independently thanks to a power combining structure
That provides high isolation between them.

OMB AMERICA
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MIAMI, Florida 33122 USA
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MT/MR PLATINUM - I GHz
is a high -pertorm3nce Studio-to-Trarsmitter (ilk. It is mode
up of the 5W MT transmitter externally synthesized in I OMH:
sub -bands with a step of 100KIlz, and the MR double
conversion receiver, that is externalli synthesized, too. The
MT is microprocessor controlled, and includes LCD display
for the visualization of the most relevant transmission parameters
(frequency (6-digi), forward and rell-ted power, modulation
level(, balanced Mono, Stereo (MI)Q. The MR receiver has
the same visualization system as the transmit tr. It includes
balanced Mono rind Stereo (MPX) oatixits. Fu ihermore, the
MT/MR Platinum. STL includes a ju eper in order to get a
proper operation with digital signals
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modules works indeveridentfy thanks to a power combining structure
Clot provicks high isolation between them.
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WISE RECEIVER
A big reason is the introduction of store and forward

technology a few years back that requires a closed loop
network in order to work properly. Store and forward
allows the radio networks to do what the advertisinc
world commonly calls copy splitting. The network uploads
the commercials in advance to the satellite receiver in a
digital file format and they reside on the receiver's hard
drive or flash RAM cord and wait for a command to play.
At the appropriate time during a commercial break, the
head -end sends the command (or trigger) and the spot
plays from the satellite receiver instead of streaming fror
the network head -end. Consider the possibilities. In a
network with 2,000 satellite receivers, 2,000 different
ads could play out of each of those receivers at the sam.
moment. In reality, that's a highly unlikely scenario, but it
is possible. The technology gives the networks the ability
to be more geographically targeted for their advertisers
by offering the ability to regionalize ad campaigns.

Store and forward depends on the receiver always
being tuned to its home network so those file transfers
make it to the receiver. They are uploaded via a data
channel reserved for those file transfers. When this was
deployed by Premiere and ABC on the Starguide III system
using the EDAS card, a challenge both networks faced
was stations tuning away from their carrier to pick up a
program on a competing network. While the receiver
was tuned away the spots wouldn't be transferred to the
receiver and they wouldn't play.

Back to the original question; "Why different systems?"
There are definitely other factors that entered into the selec-
tion of a manufacturer by the networks including price,

-

Wegener !pump 6420

SFX 3100
Ixo audio EXP

The major networks now use one of three receivers

X -Digital XDS-Pro

I3
A

D

w
IDC SFX 3100

Modern Satellite
Receiver Features
 Channel change programming,

maximize use of the audio cards,
-io more split channels

 Time shifting
loi _ogging of signal and closures
 Better audio quality and algorithms
 Web control
 PAD data
 More relays
 Software upgradeable

4-1

long term support, system design and features. However,
because of store and forward, there is a strong desire
for each network to maintain a secure system to make
sure their receivers always remain tuned to their home
network in order to facilitate successful file transfers. As
described above, a common platform actually created
more problems for the networks. Even if all of the networks

had selected the same manufacturer
to replace Starguide, stations would
have still needed a receiver for each
network in order to maintain that
closed system approach.

Looking at the playing field today,
Jones Radio Network, now owned
by Dial Global ,the BBC and EMF
chose Wegener as their new plat-
form. National Public Radio and
Westwood One selected Interna-

tional Datacasting (IDC). ABC, who
is now owned by Citadel Media
and Premiere Radio Networks who
is owned by Clear Channel both
selected X -Digital (XDS).

The current generation of satellite
receivers offer many new features.
Some are shown in the sidebar. Let's
explore more in depth what these
devices can do.

 Channel changing. It's now
possible on these systems to make
maximum use of the audio cards.
Before, with the Starguide platform
if your station took more than one
show from a network at different
times during the day, you either
needed to have someone change
the channel manually, automate the

16 November 2009 RadioMag0nline.com
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WISE RECEIVER
channel chanyt using some type of serial command
from an automation system or third -party device, or use
more than one output card from the receiver and tie up
multiple inputs on the router or console.

Now, it's possible to pre-program channel changes
on a schedule so all of the programs come out of the
same audio card on the receiver (provided the shows
don't run concurrently). All of the programming uses only
one audio card, which makes station engineers happy
because they only need one input to their equipment for
multiple programs from the same network. Engineers are

also happy that they can automate this and not depend
on human interaction to make the switches. As a result
of this ef=iciency, manufacturers were able to design
the receivers with fewer audio cards. Most networks
have either two or four audio cards available on their
receivers. Some networks provide direct control of this
function while others provide this as a service through
the netwcrk uplink.

Also gone from most networks is the old left -channel/
right -channel audio split to carry two mono programs
on a single stereo feed. A program is now on its own

channel, no longer sharing one half of a
stereo pair.

 Time shifting. Many people refer to this as
Tivo-type function because it works in a similar

fashion. It's possible on most of the systems to
save a program on the receiver's hard drive
or flash memory as it's playing live and play
it out at o later me. This eliminates the need

MIN

MICROPHONE
AND MONITOR ARMS

New accessories! Yellowtec's award winning
product line for positioning micro-

phones and monitors continues its
growth. The modular system las

been expanded by some new
mounting options: VESA 75

Adapter for Genelec near
field monitors, Ceiling

Mounting Kit, Wall
Mounting 3ar

and Board No. I
(20"x12").

%ft

www.yellowtec.com

YELLOWTEC
Heinrich-Hertz-Strasse 1-3
40789 Monheim, Germany
Phone +49-2173-967 315
e-mail: infoGyellowtec.zom

A URL You
Should Know
www.ses-worldskies.com
SES Americom, formally GE
Americom is now known as SES
World Skies. This Web address
has a number of important tools
you should know about. The radio
network community all use the AMC -
8 satellite, which is important to know
when using these tools.

First is pointing data. You can
enter your latitude and longitude to
find out the elevation and azimuth
settings for your dish.

Next are the center -of -the -box
charts. Satellites fly within a virtual
box in the sky. It's important for
best reception that you tune your
downlink dish at the time that the
satellite is in the center of that box.
This way as it flies around within the
box it your antenna is peaked for the
best reception possible.

Finally there is the sun outage
calculator. Sun outages can occur
when the sun lines up directly behind
the satellite. The radiation from
the sun interferes with the satellite
reception and can cause an outage.
The calculator uses your latitude and
longitude information to determine
exactly when you might experience
this type of outage.
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for the station to tie up their automation system to do those
recordings and playbacks freeing up resources.

 Logging. A great troubleshooting tool, most receiv-
ers now have logging built in, which is accessible via
a Web interface. If you experience a loss of audio,
you can check to see what the receiver signal strength
was at the time. Or if you miss a relay closure, you can
determine if the receiver actually received the trigger to
help determine the cause of the problem. This allows the
station to investigate issues directly without the need to
contact the network's headend.

 Web interface. Virtually all of the receivers
have a way to reach a dashboard via the
Web that allows you to view system receive
parameters and make system configuration
changes. In some cases you can program
your channel time shifting for channel changes
from here, in others you may need to go to an
Internet Web interface for that. Some networks
allow access to their audio files stored on the
hard drive through the Web interface, FTP,
windows share or other methods as well.

 Audio quality improvements. The new
fleet of receivers from all of the manufactur-
ers have improved audio quality. There have
been many advances in DSP power and the
quality of linear analog audio ICs since the
design of older systems.

The new receiver platforms, being software
based allow the use of higher reduction
audio algorithms such as MP3, MC and
others. In any case, engineers have noticed
and reported improvement in quality when
swapping from the legacy systems to the
newer ones.

 Program associated data. With the wide
use of RBDS and HD Radio, delivering PAD
took on a new sense of urgency. Most of the
networks have the ability now to deliver title
and artist info to the back of the receiver for
use to feed those systems.

 Automation. Some networks offer the
ability to program your own triggers on the
system. Rather than depend on a network
trigger at the time you want, you have the
ability to program a one-time trigger or
recurring trigger to close a relay when you
need to. A common use of this is a top of
the hour trigger, which many stations like in
order to synchronize their automation systems
to the network.

 More relays available. On some of the
legacy systems, in some cases the maximum
number of relays available per program was
two. Now that's climbed to a minimum of four
and in many cases 16 relays per channel
is a standard.

 Software upgradeable. All of the cur-
rent generation of receivers are able to be
upgraded over the air with new software.
The predominant platform is a specialized

Linux kernel that allows a tremendous degree of flex-
ibility. This isn't new, since Starguide also had the
capability, but these newer receivers have much more
upgrade flexibility than the older systems.

The latest generation of satellite receivers are clearly
the most advanced that we've seen so far. The fact that
there are competing systems is probably a benefit for the
stations since competition will drive company research
and development, leading to new features.

Trautmann is the EVP Technology, Dial Global, New York City.

ON AIR

WITH DIELECTRIC
Why are so many FM stations choosing Dielectric?

Our new interleaved antennas provide
best -in -industry isolation without the
added cost of a circulator. So you can
increase your digital trarsmitter power
without affecting analog transmission.

Dielectric antennas:

 Yield a minimum -40 d3 isolation
for single -frequency antennas and
a minimum -30 dB isolation in dual -
frequency applications, regardless
of antenna style.

 Provide two completely separate
antennas, both of which can support
either analog or digita' signals for
-edundancy, helping ensure
maximum on -air staying power.

 Dramatically increase power efficiency
compared to 10 dB couplers.

Th e world of communications is

clanging fast. Partner with Dielectric,
and get the staying power to adapt to
new innovations - and to a potential
FM IBOC power increase -just around
the corner.

Call us today at (800) 341-9678
Or visit us at: www.dielectric.com

Dielectric
AN SPX DIVISION

www.dielectric.com

NEVER UNDERESTIMATE THE POWER OF RADIOTM
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FACILITY SHOWCASE
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The control room looking into the studio
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WFCR exposes more than news
in its new studio

By Richard Malawista

Vld brick walk and century -old
post -and -beam construction are
not the first things that come to

mind for a state-of-the-art radio studio, but
for public radio station WFCR's newsroom,
it was all about the character.

WFCR's home studio on the Amherst campus
of its licensee, the University of Massachusetts,

is set among the rolling green hills and small
college towns of Western Massachusetts. It
is literally and figuratively far away from the
largest city in its coverage area, Springfield.
The station decided to enhance its reporting
from Springfield by basing part of its news
staff right in the city.

The concept
The facility would need a single control

room, a studio for four people, and an office
for two reporters and two interns. Space was
leased from Springfield's public television
station, WGBY, which occupies on old
warehouse renovated 30 years ago.

Beyond functionality, the WFCR space also
needed an identity that would distinguish
it from the television offices that surround

it. This would help convey the message
that the radio station is now physically, as
well as in its programming, a part of the
Springfield community.

The 1,145 -square -foot space is rectangular
in shape, allowing the main working space
to be only 15' wide - not bad but some-
what limiting the options for room layout. A
suspended ceiling had been hung 7' above
the floor to accommodate existing ductwork,
even though the full ceiling he'ght of the old
warehouse was almost 10'.

In addition, an interstate highway runs past
the building on one side and a railroad track
on another. And the studio was to be built
within on office area of the television station,
with the potential for noise to pass from office
to radio studio and vice versa.

On the technical side, the facility had to
be usable for live programming and pre-
recorded news pieces. This could include
discussion and call -in shows, and the local
versions of national news programs like
NPR's Ali Things Considered and Morning
Edition. The control room had to support
every level of news production from a single
reporter -ecording a voice track to a fully -
staffed call -in program.

RadioMagOnline.com November 2009 21



In Old Bottles
Pope Frazier, immediately saw that reclaiming the old
posts and beams, brick wall and high ceilings would
give character and warmth to a modern radio facility.
The exis-ing television offices had to be completely de-
molished and something new created that would blend
the old and the new.

Chrobak lined up the office, studio and control room
in a row, with a corridor running along one side to
connect them. The low HVAC ductwork was re-routed
away from the studio and control room to run over the

The studio looking into the control room

Design solutions
Although WGBY had done a very good

job of preserving the look and feel of the
old warehouse when it renovated the
building, the particular space designated
for WFCR had been subdivided into
many small offices with ordinary walls
and that low ceiling. Architect Kevin
Chrobak, principal nfrhiterf of The studio with control room through the window

 arm .
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corridor, so the broadcast rooms could open up to the
full height available.

The studio and control room have a raised floor sitting
on small blocks of fiberglass isolators. Double walls
provide acoustic isolotion, with the side corridor serving
as an additional buffer. Acoustic panels were applied
to all new walls in the studio and control room. The
acoustical ceiling has extra sound -absorbing fiberglass
backing each panel.

The old posts and beams were left partially exposed to
preserve the historical qualities of the building. Instead of
burying the posts within new walls, the wallboard was placed

between them so the posts are visible between the acoustic
panels. Instead of burying the beams behind an acoustical
ceiling, the ceiling was hung between the beams, leaving
four inches of the old hand-hewn wood exposed.

The brick wall running along one side of the space
was once an exterior wall of the old warehouse, but
had become an interior wall when a television studio
was built on the other side. Demolition of the television
offices revealed that the wall's window openings hod
been filled with unpainted cement block. This was care-
fully pulled out and the gaps filled with new brick treated
to blend with the old.

Equipment
In selecting equipment and furniture for the Springfield

studio, WFCR was thinking ahead to the eventual upgrad-

,ng of its main studio in Amherst.

The control board system, micro-
phones, CD players and studio
furniture chosen for Springfield
will later be used in Amherst.

The control boards will be the
biggest change, taking WFCR
from the traditional architecture
of stand-alone boards with
audio running through their
modules to a digitcl audio en-
gine system. The flexibility this
gives will be most vaJuable in the

multi -control room setting of the

main studio, but for consistency
the same brand was installed
first in the single control room
of Springfield.

WFCR uses Neumann U-87
microphones in the main studio,
but needed something less
expensive for the Springfield
studio. After careful audition-
ing - because the microphone
has more to do with what listeners hear than most other
elements of the project do - the station chose one that
is much less expensive than a U-87, but good enough
to use beside them - the Shure KSM44.

Equipment
List
A S Matrix office furniture
A71 distribution amplifiers
AJdio-Technica AT804
Elden equipment rack
Comrex
Crown D45
C. ell computers
Cienon DN-C635
Harbeth P3-ES2
Kinetics Model RIM floor isolation

system
Middle Atlantic rack panels
Presonus D8 microphone

preamps
RDL STPA2
Shure KSM44
Sierra Automated Systems

Rubicon
-Studio Technology studio furniture
Tascam TU-690
Tectum acoustical wall panels
Telos 1 x6, Telos One, Xstream
Torpey CLK2OB
Yellowtec Mika

coriumEncoder Opticodec-PC
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 The best full featured MP4/AAC/HE-AAC

codec for professional enterprise applications.

x. Now with Flash for the widest possible
device coverage of any codec including other
mp4 based code=s. No one else comes close to
Orban for server
pi?,p) capabilities.

Contact SCMS
at any of its offices
to discuss your needs

INC. 1.800.438.6040
Bob, Ernie, Matt, Mike or Andy
HQ in Pineville, NC

Mid South 1.877.391.2650
Central 1.731.695.1714
Wes Coast 1.866.673.9267
Mid "Vest 1.513.899.3036
South Atlantic 1.770.632.1295
Nortn East 1.315.623.7655
South West 1.210.775.2725
Nortn Central 1.513.376.8600
Pro Audio 1.877.640.8205
Latin America 1.760.650.1427
Bradley Division 1.800.732.7665

Bob Mayben
Bernie O'Brien
Doug Tharp
Mary Schnelle
Art White
Jim Peck
John Lackness
Pam Leffler
Ric Goldstein
Lily Massari
Art Reed/Bob Eburg
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The control room with guests on the right and call-
screener station on the far left.

Connection to Ilic main studio
Technical integration of WFCR's two studios is critico

Springfield reporters have to use the station's news wire
and production software, file stories and get e-mail. A
two-way audio link is needed to produce live programs,
so that if the local broadcast of NPR's Morning Edition is
to originate from Springfield, the raw satellite feed can
be sent down on one channel and the finished program
sent back to Amherst.

The office with two reporters in front and
intern workspaces beyond.

At this off -campus site, the Springfield studio needed
its own telephone and Internet connections. DSL lines
leased from a local ISP support a VoIP phone system and
the Internet connections. Reporters can access VVFCR's
computer system for ordinary purposes like e-mail, but

RF 6pecialtiec
Group

Transmitters
Antennas
Audio Processing
Consoles & Racks
STL / RPU Systems
Microphones

Audio Cable
Combiners / Phasers / ATUs
T-1 and IP Audio CODECS
Racks / Cable Ladders
Copper and Grounding Systems

EVERYTHING
From Here To Here

www.rfspecialties.com

(iJ

HD Monitoring
RF Analyzers
Remote Control Systems
Telephone Hybrids
And MUCH more...

"RF" is GOOD FOR YOU !
Call your nearest RF Specialties Office:

RFSCA San Diego CA Steve 619-501-3936
RFSCA Las Vegas NV Bill 888-737-7321 RFSMO Richmond IN Rick 888-966-1990
RFSWA Mukilteo WA Walt 425-210-9196 RFSPA Ebensburg PA Dave 866-736-3736
RFSWA Vancouver WA Bob 800-735-7051 RFSPA Pittsburgh PA Ed 866-412-7373
RFSTX Amarillo TX Don & Mo 800-537-1801 RFSPA Philadelphia PA Phil 888-737-4452
RFSTX Dallas TX Wray 888-839-7373 RFSGA Thomasville GA Chris 800-476-8943
RFSMO Kansas City MO Chris 800-467-7373 RFSGA Crestview FL Bill 850-621-3680
RFSMO Raymore MO John 877-331-4930 RFSGA Murray Y Dave 270-767-7644

Over 400 years of combined broadcast experience ready and willing to help you!
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Project Team

a direct connection to the News Boss server proved
problematic through the relatively slow DSL lines.

At this writing, WFCR is experimenting with two possible
solutions: one creates an internal News Boss website
that acts as a transfer point for data moving between the
two facilities, and the other uses importers at both ends
of the link to pull in data from the other end. To send
live program audio back and forth, WFCR will install a
point-to-point IP audio link through the DSL circuit.

Taking a tour
Visitors enter through the office, whose facade of

maple -framed glass and maple -veneered walls make
the visual statement the station sought. The office con-
tains work spaces for reporters and interns and a small
alcove that doubles as a meeting space and green
room. From the office, visitors enter the corridor that
connects to the broadcast rooms, and rises four inches
to meet the raised floor.

The studio is 12' by 15', with one angled wall to break
up standing waves. A custom designed desk places the
program host on one side facing the control room and
three guests sitting along a curve on the other. The table
sits at an angle so the host has good sightlines into the
control room between seated guests.

The control room at the end of the corridor is 20'
by 15', on the other side of the angled wall. Custom
designed furniture places the board operator facing two

guest positions across
the counter and the
studio beyond, with a
director's station behind
the operator on the right
and the call screener
behind on the left.

Kevin Chrobak, principal architect,
Juster Pope Frazier

Laurie Frazer, interior designer,
Cobalt Design Studio

L. N. Berneche, contractor
Chuck Dube, CBRE, chief engineer, WFCR
Richard Malawista, assistant station

manager. WFCR

Putting it into action
The work progressed quickly. Architect Kevin Chrobak

had his first look at the space in December 2007, plans
were completed by early spring, and the contractor began
work in July. Named for major supporters of WFCR, the
Peggy and David Starr Broadcast Center was dedicated
in January 2009.

Reporting anc programming from Springfield has
developed step by step. News reports filed by resident
reporters, interviews with Springfield -area guests and live
call -in programs are putting the bureau to good use.

WFCR's Sustaining Success Capital Campaign, which
supported the creation of the Springfield studio, now
turns its attention to improving the station's main studio.
The experience and knowledge gained in developing
the Springfield studio will contribute greatly to the next
project's success. I
Malawista is assistant station manager of WFCR. He managed
the Springfield studio project along with chief engineer Chuck
Dube, CBRE.

FACILITY FOCUS
The technology behind WFCR

Studio Technology Studio Furniture
Studio Technology
designs,
constructs,
delivers and
installs studio
furniture for the
broadcast incustry
nationwide.
Broad -based

design and construction expertise enables our
company to provide a range of standard and custom
furniture to our customers. Studio Technology
can provide a simple custom configuration that is
priced competitively with modular furniture, as well
as higher -end furniture using solid surface or other
alternative materials. We have provided furniture for
one room studio renovations as well as participated
in major projects on both coasts and in Hawaii. The
company will work with any systems integrator or
your local staff and provides complete delivery and
installation of the furniture it manufactures.

www.studiotechnology.com
610-925-2785

Comrex BRIC-Lin%
BRIC-Link
transmits
audio over IP
networks and
is suited for
point-to-point
"nailed up"
audio links
over a wide

variety of data circui including ISM band IP radios,
T1 /El s, satellite data channels, WANs and LANs.
Ccntained in a small, desktop package, two BRIC-
Links can be mounted in a 1RU rack space. Balanced
analog 1/4" I/O, as well as switchable AES I/O, four
contact closures, ancillary data and consumer
level front panel I/O hr monitoring are provided on
BRIC-Link's compac-. and rugged chassis. A fully
bi-directional encoder/decoder, BRIC-Link is also
capable of IP Multicest, multi -streaming and HTTP
streaming. It can even be used to provide a source
feed for SHOUTcast Dr Icecast servers.

www.comrex.com
800-237-1776
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Read what our users say...
KJDL, Lubbock, TX

" I like (Xtreme) a lot! Once we got things together we never have any problems. (Xtreme) is a 9 out of

10 for usability. It didn't take me long to figure out, I picked up most of the major (features) in the first

day. (The Xtreme) is user-friendly for all involved."

Jessie Walker, Program Director

DMS Broadcasting, San Francisco, CA

When we started, we were jumping into something we knew nothing about! We called your tech sup-

port & within a day they had a solution. It was miraculous. They helped us get wired up & set up. (Tech

Support) had a positive & upbeat attitude. They went above & beyond!"

David Trudrung, General Manager & Co-owner

WDHC, Berkley Springs, WV
" We are absolutely pleased. I especially like the game scheduling feature, it works great for Mountain-

eer West Virgnia University games. I rate it a 9 because we can schedule 2 games simultaneously &
flip flop when there are rain delays. It works great for sports talk!'
Mike Hurst, Engineer

KSVL, Yerington, NV

"/ love (Xtreme)! We've been running (Xtreme) fora year & a half every single day & we give it a 10! It's
easy to learn & use. Good support & it's dependable!"

George Lemait, Station Manager

KSMZ, Alexander, AR

Xtreme has more flexibility. sounds better & has fewer problems then our stations running (other auto-

mation systems). It's easier to program & a 9 compared to other programs out there."

Scott Gray

and MANY more...

Join the hundreds...
... of others on air with Digilink-Xtreme, the best automation system in Radio. Full fea-

tured. it is easy to install, use, and maintain. Best of all, it is easy to buy. Choose from

either the no contract $100 per month 'Solutions Program' from Arrakis Systems or buy

'Xtreme-Complete' outright for only $6,500 from Broadcast Supply Worldwide (BSW)

www. akis-systems.com



WHY PAY A FORTUNE

FOR AUTOMATION ?

Nilink-Xtrerne
only $100 per month

support, training, upgrades

the best automation in Radio, period !

970-491-0730 ext 309
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Through John Battison's Eyes

In 1998, John Battison was awarded NAB's Engineer of the Year Award for
radio. To know John is to know the history of our industry, and to hear him speak
is an education in itself. The acceptance speech he delivered to accept the
NAB award outlines part ofJohn's amazing career and illustrates perfectly to th.
industry's relative newcomers just how far we've come. A transcript follows.

In addition, in 2006, John was awarded the Society of Broadcast Engineers
Lifetime Achievement Award. John is the founder of the SBE.

Good afternoon NAB, fellow engineers, ladies
and gentlemen. Thank you National Association
of Broadcasters and my sponsor for this honor.

I'm very proud to receive it. I finally retired this spring,
and it's 1000dB nicer than a gold watch.

Looking back over 52 years of broadcast engineering,
I want to thank all the people who have helped me.
Among these are Frank Marx, who hired me in the ABC
Engineering Department, and especially Carl Smith, who
has been a very good friend for most of my engineering
life, as well as a fine employer.

Television came to life when ABC received its TV CPs, and

we had to find a TV studio site in New York. We decided
on the old riding stables just off Central Park. Then we had
to get rid of the birds and the horse's souvenirs.

We had hoped to put the WJZ-TV transmitter on the RCA

building. In the interim, we put it on the Pierre Hotel and
got a horrendous ghost on Westchester County.

I met most of the famous engineers who made US radio

Battison addresses
the crowd to accept the

NAB Engineering Achievement
Award at NAB1998 (left); with

Radio magazine Editor Chriss Scherer
after accepting the NAB award (center);
and accepting the Society of Broadcast
Engineers Lifetime Achievement Award at
NAB2006 (right).

what it is today, and many of the pioneer radio inven-
tors including Lee de Forest and Major Armstrong, the
inventor cf FM. I built an Armstrong Super Regenerative
receiver in the 1920s, so of course I already knew his
name. When I met him, he was "Major FM."

As time passed, AM became "ancient modulation"
and FM became the "forgotten medium." Eventually,
FM took hold and we engineers pretty well filled up the
New England area with FM stations.

In 1961 in a Broadcast Engineering magazine editorial,
I urged the creation of a broadcast engineering society.
I received lots of support. In 1963, I personally wrote
to every radio and TV chief engineer - about 6,000
letters - proposing that we start one.

In 1964, NAB gave us space in the Chicago Convention;
about 100 engineers turned up. I was made steering com-
mittee chairman, and the Society of Broadcast Engineers
was formed. We published a quarterly SBE journal with
a lot of member input. We had great industry support and
led off with a greeting from the FCC chairman.

In 1965, I was elected president. We had about
400 members and eight chapters around the country.

I

handed [the reigns] over to Charlie Hallinan as president
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in 1966, and the SBE never looked back.
Also in the sixties we had the "10% Rule," which al-

lowed us to build new AMs - provided there was not
more than 10% interference! Finally, the FCC imposed
an AM freeze to undo the mess that AM was in.

Then there was a burst of activity from the daytimers,
and Ray Livesy headed up another attack on the FCC to
liberalize night operation. This resulted in some strange
night powers ronging from about six Watts to several

hundred. Many small towns received some levelII 

I II

of new, local night radio service.
Sometime during this period, AM stereo came -

and went - mainly through FCC vacillation. By the
way, I liked Leonard Kahn's system best.

The US participated in the Region Two World
Administrative Radio Conference in Buenos Aires
in 1980, and I was honored to be a member of
the FCC/Industry team. We went down to the
conference with strict orders from the FCC to plug
for nine kc AM separation.

The reason given was compliance with the official
Region Two channel spacing and to make room for
more AM stations. Another argument was to avoid
one kc heterodynes from increasingly powerful
AM stations in Europe and the emerging nations.
Actually, there were very few "whistles."

After being in Buenos Aires for about four days,
we had succeeded in persuading many other

delegations from the Americas that the change was
good. Then we suddenly received orders from the FCC
to forget nine kc separation! With rather red faces, we
had to change horses in midstream and persuade them
to switch back to 10kc.

The FCC introduced the "standard" antenna pattern. It
replaced the old MEOV that was the consulting engineers
lifeboat when a pattern wouldn't come in.

The end of the eighties saw LPTV come into bloom and CPs

were issued by the hundreds - but not all were built.
By this time, engineers in radio stations were a thing of

the past. "Five -week wonder" First Class Licenses made
DJs into engineers, and remote control took over many
of the operations. Automated transmitter operation and
reduced FCC logging requirements were introduced,
and only high -power and directional AMs had to make
log readings every three hours.

I wonder how many remember the days of logging
transmitter readings every half hour? Or logging base
currents daily? It's quite different today.

So different, in fact, that we don't need licensed op-
erators any more. Unfortunately, the pirate broadcasters
think they don't need licenses either!

The AM band has been expanded to 1710 kc and a few
new stations and a few new stations are on the air.

We've advanced from the Conelrad system, through
EBS to EAS. This still has problems, but no doubt, eventu-

ally, it will work as planned.
Perhaps the greatest change has oeen the introduc-

tion of a piece of rare metal contaminated with an
exotic oxide - I'm referring, of course, to the transistor.
This little device has changed radio engineering. First
came transistor radios plugged into the world's ears.
Then came its big brother - the transmitting transistor.
Transmitter manufacturers switched from tubes to transis-
tors as fast as rew methods of RF power generation
were developed.

The old, single -modulated channel, Class A, triode AM
transmitter has developed into multi -channel units like its
FM brother. Satellites are offering d rect multi program
sources and the days of the crystal receiver and head-
phones are numbered!

When the digital revolution hit radio, its amazing
versatility spawned new transmission methods. Almost
every day we hear of new ones.

Spread spectrum, once top secret, hcs given us legally un-

licensed STL operation with low power and low costs.
I haven't even touched on Eureka, DAB, RBDS, cell

phones, PCS, GPS, wireless service!, and the dozens of
things still to cone.

Radio engineering's advances from 1945 through
1998 have been fantastic. Someone will say, "He's
forgotten - whatever." I apologize. Too many things
have happened to cover them all.

Speaking as an RF engineer, I still maintain: "Audio is
something that messes up a nice, clean carrier."

NAB, fellow engineers and ladies and gentlemen - I

thank you.

A podcast of John's SBE acceptance
speech discussing the roots of the SBE
is posted at RadoMacOnline.com.

Check Out Our Family Of Consoles... 20 versions

Timm
APXOffab.

MX8R List $5,200)

MX18E List $8,600 SAN DIES

DYNAMAX consoles have been a
reliable product for small to medium

sized Radio Stations since 1991.

 6 to18 channel configurations
 24 or 36 inch wide frames
 2" or 3" wide module options
 4 Output Buss (two Stereo

a td two Mono)
 Metering for all 4 Outputs
 2 - 4X1 auxiliary inputs standard
 Mic preamp on first two channels

215-547-2570 DYNAMAX

available!

MX8L List $5,200

www.sandiesusa.com MX SERIES MX12L List $6,300 _)
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Tips, tricks, hints and more
By Chriss Scherer, editor, and John Landry

EAS check-up
R7gular maintenance and inspection should be a part of any maintenance
outine, but it's often easy to shift into a deal -with -it -when -it -breaks routine.

One piece of equipment that can be left untouched for some time is the sta-
tion's EAS encoder/decoder.

Bad weather and emergencies can happen at any time, so it's important
that the EAS units are always functioning.

We need your Opel
Ideas submitted to Tech Tips
may be suitable to earn SBE
recertification credits.

Landry is an audio maintenance
engineer at CBS Radio/
Westwood One, New York.

Do you have a tech tip?
Send it to us at

racho@RadioMagOnhne.com

Phil Johnson, chairman of the LECC in Seattle,
recently shared his thoughts on maintenance steps
for the Sage Endec.

1. Replace the clock battery once a year. It uses
a CR2330 button cell.

2. Check the unit's time and date and correct it
as needed. Johnson suggests checking the time
accuracy once each month.

3. Set Daylight Saving Enable to NO. While the
unit can adjust for Daylight Saving Time, EPROM
versions 6.2 and earlier have the old Daylight
Saving dates imbedded in them.

4. Manually set the UTC offset to account for
the change in Daylight Saving Time.

USB audio interfaces
rofessional quality audio
cards are expensive and

many times you have no choice
but to make do with the built-in
sound interface from standard
PC. One example is the Henry
Engineering USB Matchbox II,
a generic, stable USB interface
with stereo professional level XLR inputs, outputs
and even a headphone monitor. Windows PnP
recognizes it and it provides error -free great
sound for almost the same price as the old ana-
log Matchbox. And the extra added bonus of a

HENRY

FE
1104J.16.8.41,1

In addition, the wall wart power supply is known
to deliver just enough power to the unit. Over time,
the supply may be insufficient to power the unit
reliably, especially if the internal printer is used.
Many engineers replace the supply with one of
a higher current rating.

Daryl Parker of TFT has also provided some notes

for tne TFT 911 EAS encoder/decoder.
1 . Update the firmware if necessary. It should

be V.87.2.EN or V.82.1 SP
2. Replace the lithium battery if it has not

been replaced in the last 6 years.
3. Replace the battery in the digital voice

recorder if it has not been replaced in the
last 8 years.
4. Check the Vcc voltage at U19 pin 32 or

at the front side of R101, a 1 ohm, 1 /2W
resistor near the junction of U17 and U 19, and
adjust VR I on the switching power supply as
necessary to maintain a supply voltage of of
+5.0/-5.1 Vdc.

5. Ensure the ac transformer is plugged into a
60Hz reference. The internal clock is referenced
to this source.

Do you have another brand of EAS unit and
have some tips to share on keeping it operating
at its best? Perhaps you have additional tips for
the Sage and TFT units. Tell us about them.

ON

awn

USE! MATCHBOX IV
USB MULTI -MODE PROFESSIONAL CODEC

0
headphone is perfect for editing.

Several manufacturers provide similar interfaces,
including Yellowtec, Tascam, Digigram, Musicam,
SBS and Edirol. Some are extremely portable and
can be tossed in a laptop bag.
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Not since Axia audio-over-IP was introduced to the broadcast industry have we at
BGS been so excited! It is with great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you to take a look at
the new Op -X Radio Automation delivery system for any single or multi -station cluster.

Op -X works seamlessly with Axia IP-Audio networks or as a stand-alone system.

"The merging of traffic and music logs takes a mere :30
seconds, making it among the easiest I have ever
worked with. Once you get used to sour adjustable
personal color scheme, everything is pretty easy to
follow. The best part about this system is the LACK of
"dead -air" or "hangups" during automation. PM will
breathe a sigh of relief at this. Another thing that
stands out is the absolute ease with which you ran build
your personal hot keys for each air talent. If you
organize your show properly ahead of time and know
where you are going, this system will make your show
much easier and let you concentrate on *sounding
goods on the air. "

- Jim Franklin. Program Director
WVBO. Appleton/Oshkosh - Wisconsin

"Ops is very functional and easy to use. One the best
features is the log merge. On our old system it took
minutes and with Ops it takes only seconds"

-John ODea . Operations Manager
WNNK-FM. Harrisburg P4

-A fast paced station needs a system that can keep

up and is easy to use. Op -X gives us the tools we

need to deliver the sound Houstonians have come to

expert from KRBF."

- Leslie Whittle. Program Director
KRBE. Houston - 7X

If you're looking for an audio delivery system -
you owe it to yourself to find out more about Op -X.

Give us a call or email info@bgs.cc!

Ilte Broadcasters General Store
wiBGSti 352-622-7700 www.bgs.ccfl
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Zoom H4n
/n an (JR.; v\i Lei, our .void is computer -based and everything needs to be
finished yesterday, we'll invite any opportunity to make our jobs faster and
easier. The Zoom H4n is a perfect solution when top-level audio must be

captured quickly. With every on -board tool needed in today's competitive and
high -impact ENG or production environment it is more than capable.

During a recent interview I was asked to record the interviewer and his guest
as they strolled around the airplanes at an aviation mechanics training facil-
ity. So I took the H4n on its maiden flight. There was nothing intricate about
recording the interview material; I simply brought along my favorite condenser

shotgun mic and plugged it into one of the two
XLR jacks on the bottom. Luckily, the H4n provides

Performance at a glance
1/4"/XLR combo
jack inputs with
phantom power

3.5mm input

High -quality X -Y
built-in stereo mic

configuration

Quick recording setup

USB interface

Includes
1GB SD card

File editing and
multitrack capabilities

Includes Cubase
LE4 editing software

Records MP3
and WAV files

Powered by two
AA batteries

24V and 48V phantom power. I wanted to also
capture the ambient noises of machinery and tools
used during the interview. Typically, I would have
plugged another shotgun mic into another channel
on the recorder. However, I wanted a lively, stereo
recording of the room noises. Good nat sound
was a priority on this project.

Atop the device is a built-in X -Y mic configura-
tion. The mics are switchable between 90- and
120 -degree directivity patterns (by rotating the
mic elements), which make the reproduction of
ambient source sound remarkable. A very ac-
curate stereo image is reproduced without the
threat of off -axis anomalies such as phase and
delay problems found in typical V-shaped miking
techniques. Since the mics are mounted directly
to the body, I was careful to handle the unit so as
to not record handling noise on the two tracks.
The H4n includes a 3.5mm headphone output,
so monitoring the handheld shotgun mic and the
stereo mic pair was easy.

by Chris Wygal, CBRE

When the recording was ready for produc-
tion, one track was the interview material from
my shotgun mic, and two tracks were from the
built-in stereo mics. Simply dumping the files from
the recorder to a folder on my PC via USB was
a snap. The file folder configuration is easy to
navigate when moving, editing, playing back
or deleting files if necessary. With the USB con-
nection in mind (cable included), the H4n can
also be used as a USB interface for PC (XP) or
Mac (OS X) and it can also make a handy SD
card reader. It uses an SD card as the storage
format. A 4GB card, for example, will record
68 hours of stereo audio.

The warehouse
In an interview session much like the aforemen-

tioned, I recorded another interview with the
same shotgun mic, headphones and recorder.
The session took place in a warehouse where
noisy packaging equipment, large metal doors
and forklifts were actively making ambient noise.
I wanted to capture natural sound on this project
as well and we set aside time to do so. I closely
followed the forklifts, stood next to the doors while
they opened and shut, and hovered nearby while
workers boxed items. All of these sources were
piercing and loud and would typically be cause
for nervously checking recording levels for peaks
and distortion. I applied Limit3 (Studio) and the
H4n handled high SPLs and general conversa-
tion on the shotgun mic perfectly. Low-cut settings
ranging from 80Hz to 237Hz are available for
each input and five other compression settings
and limiters are available for vocal and instrument
recording as needed.
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Recently, I placed the H4n in front of a guitar-
ist and vocalist each at separate times. From
6' away, the stereo reproduction of the guitar
was accurate and especially transparent. The
recording of the vocalist was accurate as well.
One may assume that an expensive microphone
should be used with the H4n, but the built-in stereo
X -Y configuration mounted on the unit is deathly

accurate.

ZOOM
P 631-784-2200

W www.samsontech.com

E info@samsontech.com

All in one
The Zoom

H4n comes
with a 152 -
page manual
covering end-
less applica-

tions explaining where and how the unit can be
used, especially for musicians who need metro-
nome, chromatic tuners, simultaneous multitrack
recording and playback and track bouncing. A
resourceful producer may find a need for these
musical features. However, for now we'll focus
on the absolutely necessary functions. A 3.5mm
jack is located on the back for on external stereo
mic. On the bottom of the unit are two XLR and
'/4" combo jacks for mics and instru-
ments plus the jack for the supplied
power supply. The left panel facilitates
a wired remote control (not included)
3.5mm headphone and/or stereo line
output, output volume control, USB jack
and power switch. The right panel
includes a slot for the SD cord, record
level control, menu button and the menu
toggle dial. The front panel is home to
the LCD menu screen, transport buttons,
input select buttons and four buttons that
double as track select or menu naviga-
tion buttons. The H4n is highly menu
driven. Within minutes however, the
user finds the menu and its submenus
easy to navigate.

The recorder operates in stereo,
four -channel (4CH) and multitrack
(MTR) modes. In stereo mode, the
built-in stereo mics, an external stereo
mic or the XLR/14" combo inputs are
recorded to two tracks. In four -channel
mode, four tracks of any combination
are recorded. In multitrack mode, the
H4n acts as a mulitrack recorder, using
a built-in menu -driven mixer with pan,
level and other common mixing capa-
bilities stored with the multitrack files in
the folder archive. Available recording
formats range from 48kb/s to 320kb/s
or VBR MP3 files to 96kHz/24-bitWAV
files in stereo mode. It will record at

resolutions up to 48kHz/24-bit in four -channel
mode. Of course, it will make mono recordings
cs well.

The H4n uses two AA -batteries. The battery
compartment is on the back and inside the
compartment is a stamina switch. Stamina mode
tells the device to conserve battery power by us-
ing the orange backlight and other display and
recording features more economically. The unit
is packaged with a microphone stand adapter,
wind screen for the built-in mics, a 1GB SD
card, USB cable, ac adapter and a clear carry-
ing case. A Cubase LE4 DVD comes standard
as well so editing can happen immediately on
a PC or Mac. Information about how to create
surround recordings using the H4n and other
Zoom products is also available online.

Wygal is the programmer, engineer and Web designer
for Liberty University in Lynchburg, VA.

Editor's note: Field Reports as an exclusive Radio magazine feature
for radio broadcasters Each 'sport is prepared by wet -qualified staff at
a radio station, production facility or consulting cunpany.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the inckstry. Manu-
facturer support is limited to ixovicfing loan equipment and to aiding the
author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to s +-Ash the results of any
device tested, positive or negative. No report should be considered an
endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.

For Performance Spaces
or Production Places

Acoustics First'
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise

From practice spaces to professiona recording studios, we can help
you get the materials you need to fit your application and budget. Our
products include acoustical foams. fiberglass panels, diffusers, bass
and corner traps, vibration control, acoustical wall fabrics. ceiling tiles.
modular enclosures and various othe- acoustical materials.

Toll Free 1-1111-71541110
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com
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NEW PRODUCTS
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

www.RadioMagOnline.com

High CFM split rear doors
Middle Atlantic Products

MW-CFRD: Protect equip-
ment from the damaging
effects of heat from servers,
NVR's and DVR's with the
adjustable six -fan High CFM
Rear Door. This cupboard style

split rear door pulls hot air from
the rear of the cabinet and
directs it up toward return air
ducts. Fan placement is adjust-
able for optimal airflow and up
to 10 additional fans can be
added for 3,520 CFM of free
air movement. Two adjustable
half blank panels are included
for versatile fan arrangement.

Additional hal blank panels are available for
greater control of fan placement

973-839-1011; www.middleatlantic.com
sales@middleatlantic.com

Anaconda digital snake system
Aphex Systems

IP codec
Tieline Technology
Tieserver: Tieserver, Tieline's IP traversal server
and management software makes connecting
over IP networks simple. It takes care of all the IP
call routing automatically and works for studio -to -

transmitter links, audio distribution between studios
and remote broadcast connections. Tieserver is
a secure independently hosted global server that
tells your codecs how to find each other. Using a
simple Web browser interface, you can log in and
register your codecs to Tieserver. For networks with
large numbers of codecs, you can create groups or
buddy lists such as news or sports which will only
display the codecs belonging to a specific group
in the address book list. It can connect over wired
and wireless IP networks including LANs WANs,
the Internet, satellite IP, Wimax , Wi-fi, ns well as
3G/3.5G/4G IP networks.

888-211-6989; www.tieline.com
sales@tieline.com

Model 828M: The Model 828M features two MADI outputs
as well , ; ,; ,,,-through for digital audio at 96kHz sample rate
via SMUX protocol. It is a point-to-point 64 -channel bi-directional

snake that easily and cost effectively connects preamplifiers, consoles, DAW systems, recorders, processors, etc. Comprised
of two identical units on either end of a multimode fiber run, the Anaconda provides eight ADAT optical inputs and outputs
on each unit. The 828M also offers an ultra -precision crystal generating internal word clock and one RJ-45 for control and
metering/status feedback for any equipment.

818-767-2929; www.aphex.com; sales@aphex.com

Social networking community
JellyRadio.com

Jelly Fish: Jelly Fish is an online com-

'WINO

4.11111.

vmMum - -

munity that combines the concepts of My
Space, Facebook, Craigslist, Stumble
Upon and Youtube into a single network.
So much more than just another social
media site, this niche community includes
the best elements from other networks to be
the go -to site for everything from industry
networking and job postings to discussion
forums and entertaining videos. Members
of the Jelly Fish community start by making
a profile and can get involved in many
ways that include chat, classifieds, events,
sharing and music.

www.jellyradio.com; info@jellyradio.com

Il)honc application
Inergize Digital

Media
Mobile Local News: Mo-
bile Local News is an (phone
and Ipod Touch application
that distributes locally branded
news, weather, sports, politics
and entertainment to con-
sumer mobile digital devices.
Television and radio stations,
magazines, newspapers and other informa-
tion publishers deploy Mobile Local News
to provide text, images, photo galleries and
videos while leveraging valuable revenue
generating opportunities.

952-417-3294; www.inergizedigital.com
sales@inergizedigital.com
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voiceover unit
Sonifex
RB-MTV I : The RB-MTV1 voiceover unit is a 1 RU rack -mount designed to be used in
voice-over booths, news booths, commentary locations, for continuity announcements
and for any other similar applications where voice needs to be added to program
content and then monitored. Program feeds, auxiliary feeds and a talkback feed can
be taken and monitored. The RB-MTV1 has four inputs and two outputs. It has a mono
microphone input on XLR with switched coarse gain and variable fine gain control
using a multi -turn preset potentiometer to give an overall gain range from +20dB to
+80dB. There is also a switched LF rumble filter, switched +48V phantom power
and switched level limiting control

+44 1933 650 700; www.sonifex.co.uk; sales@sonifex.co.uk

broadcast gear from people you trust

Lowest Prices and Largest Inventory on EVERYTHING For Broadcast

BSWUSA.COM 800-426-8434

CONSOLE
CRAZINESS!
Buy an Audioarts D75-12 and get a
FREE Vorsis M1 Voice Processor!

Buy an Audioarts Air2+ and get a FREE
SDA8400 Distribution Amp!

Buy an Audioarts R55E-12 and get a
FREE Talent Package!

PRICES SLASHED on Radio Systems
V Consoles!

Get an Arrakis MARC15-15 console for
the price of a MARC15-12!!!!

Buy an AEQ BRAVO, get 2 FREE
PROBOOM-B Mic Booms!

Microphone cords
Wireworks
Dazzler: Designed to
replace a traditional micro-
phone cord that connects to a
hand-held microphone, Dazzler cords present
a unique eye-catching element to any presentation
or performance with Crystalcon, an XLR encrusted with Swarovski crystals on both
ends or only on the microphone end. The ultra -flexible PVC satin finish outer jacket is
available in black, brown, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, gray and white.
Standard lengths range from 25' to 100' with custom lengths to order.

800-642-9473; www.wireworks.com; info@wireworks.com

Balanced power conditioner
Furman Sound
P-2300 IT E: Designed for the most critical, ultra -low noise installations, the P-2300
IT E can supply balanced and isolated ac power broadcast stations. Furman's sym-
metrically balanced power provides dramatic noise reduction through the use of a
symmetrically balanced isolation transformer. This noise reduction is extraordinarily
efficient and linear across a huge frequency range, eliminating the masking effects
of ac line noise, especially with high -bandwidth, high -definition program content.
The P-2300 IT E offers 14 balanced, GFCI-protected IEC C-13 outlets with a total
operating capacity of 1 0A.

707-763-1010; www.furmansound.com; info@furmansound.com

10°
MIC MADNESS!
Buy an EV RE27ND, get a FREE 309A
Shockmount!!!

Shure 5M7B Mic, ProBoom B Mic Boom,
.1;)-10 10' mic cable $399

3uy a PR40 Mic, get a Heil SM2
Shockmount for FREE!!!

2 alaillataiiiMai

PHABULOUS
PHONE GEAR!
Telos 1x6 PACKAGE w/ Behringer
HA4700 Headphone Amp & 3 AKG K-77
Headphones $2195!!!

Buy ANY Telos NX12 and get a FREE
Desktop Director!!

dbx DELIRIUM!
Get a dbx 286A Voice Processor,
a ProBoom B Mic Boom and a Rode
Procaster Microphone for only $399!

,ole you trustw
Broadcast Supply Worldwide
Knowledgeable Sales Staff
65,6, professionals h an decades of real -world broadcast

4 ands I dIng experience to offer expert help with your purchase
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Portable HD headphones
Sennheiser Electronic
HD 428, HD 438 and HD 448: The HD

428, HD 438 and HD 448
headphones are optimized

for portable players but
also deliver strong audio
performance on home
hi-fi systems. The HD
448 model offers a life-
like sound experience
with precise detail. The
HD 438 also offers a

natural sound signature,
while the HD 428 is more

focused on the lower fre-
quencies and delivers powerful

bass response. Each model features a closed -back,
around -the -ear design that provides impressive
sound isolation. For perfect sound on a home
stereo system, each headphone comes with a
gold-plated quart. 'Ich stereo adapter.

860-434-9190; www.sennheiserusa.com
lit@sennheiserusa.com

Integration
[in-ti-grey'-shuhn] - noun

1 an act or instance of combining into
an integral whole.

It should have been our middle name,
but it wouldn't tell the whole story.

Customized Automation Systems

Studio Design and Project Management

Broadcast Equipment with Exceptional Pricing

Complete Turnkey Installation

Broadcast Equipment Repair

On -site Troubleshooting and Maintenance

For broadcast integration. sales and service
there is only one name you need to remember:

Lightner Electronics Inc.

Your Ultimate Solution.

Toll Free: 866-239.3888
Fax: 814-239-8402

www.LightnerElectronics.com

Software modules
Netia Digital Audio
IP Recorder and IP Player: These two
software modules allow Open NET users to sim-
plify the acquisition and distribution of IP-based
content. The IP Recorder and IP Player modules
reduce the complexity of taking SDI video from
the camera to editing by eliminating the need for
a video server. A simple file server and a facility's
existing architecture can instead be leveraged for
acquisition and delivery of digital video. The IP
Recorder streamlines acquisition of SDI content,
accepting the encoded IP stream and delivering
media to the file server, where it is available for
editing, archiving and autoindexation. The elimina-
tion of the video recorder, video grid, and video
encoaer reduces overall costs and supports a
fast, cDmpletely digital workflow with more timely
delivery of rushes and replays of live content with
delay. A simple computer system can be used for
review and quality control.

866-638-4222; www.netia.net
j.martin@netia.net

Advanced Wattchman Monitor®/Alarm
For Analog and Digital Broadcasting

The Model 81094 is the first in a series of Internet/Intranet accesible

Advanced Wattchman' Alattmeter/Alarm systems that will monitor
both forward and refleced power in two transmission lines with only
one controller. Unlike previously available systems that needed one
controller for each transmission line. the Advanced Wattchman- will
monitor two lines (4 ports). The front panel display shows power on
both systems simultaneously. Operating conditions may also be
displayed on a PC from any location on the Internet/Intranet.

It is designed to work w th a series of specialized line sections from
7/8" to 6-1/8" and standard Coaxial Dynamics elements for either
analog or digital applica'ions.

Coaxial Dynamics 6800 Lake Abram Drive  Middleburg Hts, OH 44130

Phone: 440-243-1100 Toll Free: 800 -COAXIAL Fax: 440-243-1101

sales@coaxial.com  www.coaxial.com
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Find the mic
winner

September issue
Congratulations to

James Fonteno
of KRVS-FM, Lafayette, LA.

His name was drawn from the correct
'entries for the September issue. He wot

a Heil Sound PR -40 from Heil Sound.

The mic icon was
placed in the

embroidery of th
Infant of Prague

figurine.

www.heilsound.com
No purchase necessary. For complete

rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com.

NEW PRODUCTS

II' ill1(110 endpoints
Digigram
PYKO-in, PYKO-out: PYKO-

iii i_oriyeris r, phantom

power) or line aralog audio
sources to high -quality MP3 or
PCM IP streams. This device can
also be used in mono -in, mono -
out mode for intercom in PCM or
071 1 . PYKO-out plays audio from

standard MP3 or PCM IP streams or lo-
cally stored MP3 files. Together with Digigram
Audio Manager software, PYKO IP-based network
audio terminals enable designing fully managed audio
distribution solutions

703-875-9100; www.d1gigrara.com

input@digigram.com

Wirless photography system
Hilomast
Hilo CAM Mini: This system has a 65' range, is license
exempt, features an 8" preview screen and removable, re-
chargeable battery pack. There are no wires, and no computer

is required. It features an aluminum case, and zoom, shutter
and pan/tilt are controlled from remote :ontrol
407-688 2806; www.hilomast.com; sales@hilomost.com

ulti-site EAS remote loggin

ESM-1 ENDEC SERIAL MONITOR

ETHERNET

EAS ta

made simpl

POWER TEST

CASCADE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION

Generate Multi -station Weekly EAS Logs Digitally from One Location

Receive Alerts Via FTP, HTTP, SMTP, TCP IP, Phone lid Msgs

Confirm Broadcast of Alerts and Detect Dead Air (ESM-1+)

Call us today at 360-988-0459 and see how the ESM can handle your needs. We will

work with you to ensure compatibility. Email info@easwatch.com or go to:

Customization options available vAvw.easwatch.comlesm

THYME EAS DIGITAL ENCODER I DECODER

High Resolution Color Graphic Touch Screen

Built in Logging with Remote Access

Broadcast Confirmation: On -Air Monitor Option

Multi -language Display w' Context Sensitive Help

CAP Compatible for Internet Delivered EAS

SatStream Satellite EAS Option

Multi -mode Audio Ratting (WAY, OGG, MP3)

Virus Resistant: No Windows or Linux OS

(COMING SOON) THYME2009.COM

THE FUTURE OF RADIO

HAS ARRIVED.

THIS IS
IT'S CARD.

FO Radio.
mp3 Me: 2c ,b)?'.127,$

Meet the ASI8914 PCI tiller adapter with HD Radio

technology. Receive and record four different digital

HD Radio 'channels from a single antenna input.

Record in PCM, MPEG-1 Layer 2 and MP3. Each tuner

can decode and stream the HD Radio Program

Associated Data (PAD) data and RDS/RBDS data for

analog FM. HD Radio multi -cast is supported, allowing

the audio and PAD stream to be switched between the

Main Program Service (MPS) and Secondary Program

Services (SPS) under sotware control. Are you ready

for the future of radio? The AS18914 is ready for you.

For information, call +1-302-324-5333 or email us at

 Up to 4 channels of
HD Radio" audio/
data capture

 MRX technology for
independent sample
rates (8 - 48Hz) for
each stream

 Up to 8 cards in one
system

 Windows XP/Server
2003/Windows 7
and Linux software
drivers available

salesasi@audioscience corn. ND Radio' is a MOOmetam trademark of &quay Digital Corp

(0/1710,9.910,40C44 www.audioscience.com
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Console
Custom Consoles

System Two - Lite:

'

System Two - Lite is a
ilik single -surface electri-

cally height -adjustable
desk designed spe-
cifically for use with flat

screen monitors. At the
touch of a button, it can be

adjusted in height between 660 and 1,200mm,
enabling operators to vary their seated or standing

4410446, posture throughout the working day. An electronic
..., anti -collision sensor safeguards the desk if it comes

into contact with an adjacent object during height
adjustment. The desk has a 2,000 by 900mm
footprint and curved corners with PVC edging. It
incorporates a wood finish with a hard-wearing
Marmoleum dual -colored work surface. Other fin-
ishes are available on request. Additional features
include four front -facing worktop-mounted USB
ports, five individually fused mains sockets and
and two rear -facing RJ45 adapters.

44 1525 379909; www.aistomconsoles.co.uk

addlirim

UPGRADES and UPDATES
Audio Science has received certification
from Ibiquity for its ASI8914 four -channel
HD Radio tuner adapter. The ASI8914
is a universal PCI card that contains
four HD Radio/AM/FM tuners. (www.
audioscience.com, www.ibiquity.com)
...Audio Precision has introduced the
BW52 high -bandwidth option to extend ,

the APx's FFT capability to 1 megahertz,,
with 24 -bit amplitude resolution and 2H
frequency resolution. The option is for
the APx525 family of audio analyzers.
(www.ap.com)...Comrex has released
2.7 firmware for its line of Access
IP codecs. Enhancements include
HTTP streaming, added support for
3G wireless devices, and N/ACIP
compatibility with other IP codec brands
(www.comrex.com)...HHB has updated
the firmware for the CDR -882 dual CD
recorder. (www.hhb.co.uk)

is nitamo
''11

loo 1
21 13

144'

pm, ownrimp

IlE1335M5RELI

Broadcasters havehave counted on ESE precision master clocks
and timing -related products for over 35 years. ESE products
accurately synchronize broadcast operations using a choice of
GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for affordable,
reliable, perfect time.

Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a vast
universe of timing systems that are designed for easy
installation, set-up and operation.

111111..4111111111,

Measure
ancia,

Pi
with

142 Sierra Street

El Segundo, CA 90245 USA

Tel: (310) 322-2136
Fax: (310) 322-8127

www.ese-web.com
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Surface -mount AV plate
Altinex
SP107-101: Designed for tables, podiums and
other AV furniture, the SP107-101 provides surface
level connection points for a variety of audio and video

inputs, providing an easy and convenient means of
patching a laptop computer or other AV equipment

on the surface to
a presentation sys-
tem's connections
beneath the furniture

or in another room.

Featuring a black
painted finish that

mounts flush with
the surface, it offers

OWNER

Cl
0

4 ;

interconnections for

the most frequently used AV presentation inputs, in-

cluding AC power, computer audio, video, Network
and USB. Computer connections include a 15 -pin
HD female RGBHV video port, a 3.5 mm female
stereo audio jack, and an HDMI Digital Video input.
Video connections include an RCA Composite Video

input, a 4 -pin Mini Din S -Video input, plus left and
right female RCA audio input'

800-ALTINEX; www.altinex.com
solutions@altinex.com

Mic disinfectant
Microphome
Microphome: Microphome is a safe and easy -to -use disinfectant/
deodorizer for microphones. Available in individual 50m1 bottles
(enough for more than 100 applications) and as a complete
cleaning kit, this fast -drying cleaning foam takes only iwo minutes
to use and kills 99.9 percent of all germs. The secret to its effec-
tiveness lies in its alcohol -free formula and foam aeration system.
The antimicrobial cleaning fluid is pumped in a measured dose of
gently aerated foam that clings to the external microphone surface,
never touching the internal electronics, then completely dissipates
within two minutes.

727-403-9354; www.microphome_org; microphome@gmailcom

Broadcast traffic management
Broadcast Traffic Systems (BTS)

BTS Express: BTS Express is a down-
loadable broadcast traffic management
system based on the BTS Enterprise
application. An expandable, modular
package, Express provides traffic and
ad -sales management for single -channel

or multi -channel presentation suites and

playout centers.
805-856-9103; www.bts.tv

us_sales@bts.tv

-41111,110111WHEIMIr

USB rroTTZPace

Now with everything on board: Incredible audio perfomance.
PC and MAC support. AES3 and balanced analog.
Fully USB powered. Precision aluminum body. Broadcast ready.
Just PUC'n'PLAY. German engineering made affordable.
Check today!

Heinrich-Hertz-Str. 1-3, D-40789 Monheim, Germany, Phone +49 2173 96730, www.yellowtec.com P YELLOWTEC
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Solid-state FM amplifiers
Bext
RB 5000: The Bext FB Series, previously avail-
able in the 2kW and 3.5kW power levels, is

now available also in the 5kW version, still in

the same extremely compact size. In just four
standard rack spaces, Bext provides broadcast-
ers with a remarkably space -efficient FM Trans-
mitter: a 5kW so small and lightweight you can

carry it with you
and install virtu-
ally anywhere.
Highly energy
efficient, the
FB 5000 will
also cut down

on your utility bills. Like all other FB Series FM
Transmitters from Bext, the enclosure is solid
stainless steel, and the unit offers flexibility, ease
of operation and local or remote control through
user friendly menus, all backed up by the Bext
reliability and customer service.

619-239-8462; www.bext.com
sales@bext.com

Three-way DSP system
Genelec
8260A: The 8260A
features advances in audio
driver technology and
Genelec's proprietor .

Minimum Diffraction Cc
axial (MDCTM) mid,
high driver technology,
which prevents acoustical
diffractions. It combines
o coaxial driver with
a modern waveguide
technology ensuring that
drivers couple coherently
over their full operating
bandwidth, as well as creat-
ing coincident mid -frequency/
high -frequency point source. The 8260A
aiso features Genelec DSP signal processing
responsible all

508-652-0900; www.genelecusa.com
genelec.usa@geneleccom

r

A,
ES S. 1

SkimmerPlus
Skimming, Logging and

Air Checks with ease.

SkimmerPlus Features
 Creates high -quality and highly

compressed files simultaneously
 Supports multiple professional audio

formats, such as PCM M P2, and MP3
 Supports recording from triggers
 Automatically manage hard drive space
 Up to 24 record decks available
 Individually customizable title bars

and record features for each deck
 Create and save event logs for fully

customizable unattended recording
 Control over record break points for

long-term recording
 Central skimming for multiple -station

dusters

Web Server Features
 Access mic checks from the

Internet with 1Veb Interface
 Emailing of ftp links or audio

files from Web Interface
 Supports user account creation
 Easily browse recordings

with an intuitive web design 1.--m=-110mmimr,-
 Listening to last week's records 11-"1""11-r°

is just a calendar's click away

liSkinvniKPIL10

Ede 'Actions Help

/ moo

2111 1! LI10/

Decks

ma 01 Pia 21

aim 62 Pia 22

www.bsiusa.com

For More Information Call 1 -888 -BSI -USA -1 - Email: sales@bsiusa.c m

TITIRM.1111
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Subwoofer
Blue Sky International
SUB 2 1 2: Blue
Sky's SUB 212 is
a sealed box, dual
12", push-pull,
400W subwoofer.
It features an an -
echoic frequency
response of 25Hz
to 200Hz, ±3dB.
In addition, the SUB
212 also has built-in
2.1 bass manage-
ment electronics with both a fourth order
80Hz Linkwitz-Riley low-pass filter and a
second order 80Hz high-pass filter perfectly
matched to the response of the SAT 8 (the
SUB 212 is also compatible with the SAT
12, SAT 6.5 and SAT 51. The SUB 212's
push-pull configuration is designed to increase
output and reduce distortion. A push-pull sub -
woofer uses two drivers: one mounted facing
forward, the second mounted backward with
the magnet facing out.

516-249-1399; www.abluesky.com
ido@obluesky.com

Broadcasting tape
R M G International
Studio Master 468: This high -bias studio tape
offers excellent dynamic range over the entire fre-
quency spectrum, minimal print -through, high level
uniformity up to the highest frequencies, excellent
winding even at high speeds allowing flangeless
operation and archiyeability, long term stability.
+31-162-408950; www.rmglok o@migi..1

Portable PA
Behringer
Europort EPA900: The Europort
EPA900 PA system is a complete
sound reinforcement system in a small
suitcase for ease of transportation.
It features 900W of power, eight
chaniels, 10" woofers and 1.35"
aluminum -diaphragm compression
drivers, a 24 -bit stereo FX processor with 100 presents,
feedback detection, four mic preamps with switchable
+48V phantom power for condenser mics, stereo aux
inputs, and an integrated storage compartment for mics,
cables and accessories.

877-672-0816; www.behringer.com
supportdbehringer.de

STEREO HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

THE ALL NEW AF-SH1 FEATURES:
 Integral Long -Life VCA Stereo Level Control

 Balanced or Jnbalancec Input

 Switch -Selectable Input Sensitivity

 Switch -Selectable Mono (Left) or Stereo Operation

 Amplifier To Drive High or Low Impedance Headsets

 Convenience of APPFLEXT- Mounting Possibilities

Shown in AFM-DC1N tabletop chassis

The AF-SH1 is part of the group of versatile APPFLEX products from Radic Design Labs. These modules
combine advanced circuitry. durable a I -metal construction. attractive RD_ ULTRASTYLE Ty colors and
versatile mounting possibilities. APPFLEX modules are ready to drop n a c& billet. chassis or panel cutout.
Numerous ULTRASTYLE wall mounting accessories aid tabletop chassis are optionally available to
facilitate system design.
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Audio-over-IP codec
BW Broadcast

IPCA1: Using latest -generation IP and
audio coding technologies, the IPCA1
was designed for stable operation with the
lowest latency and best audio performance
possible based on network characteristics.
To keep latency as low as possible, it uses
a proprietary, dynamically adjustable jitter
buffer that adjusts to network conditions,
providing 24 -bit audio, with up to 48kHz
sampling, at the lowest possible delay at
all times. Supporting UDP, UDP Multicast
and TCP/IP protocols, the unit includes
a range of low delay codecs operating
at bitrates as low as 32kb/s with fewer
quality/bit-rate trade-offs
866-376-1612; www.bwbroadcast.com

info@bwbroadcost.com

PLAN NOW FOR HELP ON YOUR NEXT PROJECT

.SIER/la147,
Broa cast technical Services

No job is too small or too large

Whether you just need an extra pair of hands,
measurements, field work or a complete
turn -key studio or transmitter installation

.we can help.

Studio Design & Installation
Transmitter Sites

AM & FM Measurements
HD Radio Measurements

HD Radio Certified Specialists

94
PH. (479) 876-7250 F 877) 553-7914

www.sierramulti a.com

Vistamax software
Harris
Vista Vue: Vista Vue is a software application that gives on -air
and production personnel more control and visibility of the Vista
Max network operation. The centerpiece of the Harris networking
and infrastructure equipment range for the radio broadcast industry,
the Vista Max audic management system provides routing and
connectivity across the radio broadcast studio to more efficiently
share resources while reducing costs associated with traditional
audio routing systems. Vista Vue software provides a choice of
two user interfaces and flexible access rights that can be defined
for each user. Individual and community macros provide one -click
routing changes and supplement scheduled and automated macros
available through Harris Vista Touch software. Definable interfaces
for each user simplify changes to signal routing.

800-622-0022; www.broadcast.harris.com
broadcast@harris.com

Multi -channel mic-pre
Focusrite Audio Engineering

.r) .C>.(") .C) .C) .C)
. .

Octopre MkII: Octopre Mkll features eight channels of pre-

amplification and a built-in 24-bit/96kHz ADAT output, providing
an affordable input upgrade for your Pro Tools system, or any digital
audio workstation. It combines Saffire Pro pre -amps with digital
conversion and JetPLL jitter elimination technology. The digital output
allows users to make the most of often -neglected ADAT inputs. It is

equally suited to the live environment as a quality mic-pre expansion
for any analogue or digital console, or hard disk recorder.

516-249-1399; www.focusrite.com; sales@focusrite.com

Portable recorder
Sound Devices

788T-SSD: lie premium model of the 788T replaces the
I OUGB SA1A hard drive with a factory -supplied, high-performance

256GB solid-state drive. The addition of the SSD provides sev-
eral important benefits including: vast internal storage capacity;
continuous recordings of more than 60 hours of 24 -bit, 8 -track
audio; increased transrer speed versus a spinning hard drive;
increased immunity to shock and temperature extremes; and zero
acoustical output.
608-524-0625; www.sounddevices.com; info@sounddevices.com
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USB Type A connector
L-com Global
Connectivity
USBAFT: The USBAFT is a unique,
field terminate USB Type A connector
deigned to be used in the field for

quick and 'easy terminations. Separate
connection points are provided for all
four positions of the connector plus the
ground. Terminal block design with
set screws provides reliable electrical
connections utilizing no special tools.

The terminal block area is clearly
marked making proper termina-

tion virtually foolproof.
The USBAFT is panel

mountable using 4-40
screws provided.

800-341-5266

www.1-com.com
sales@l-com.com

Messaging technology
Spinvox
Voice -to -content messaging: Voice -to -
text technology allows listeners to contribute to

a radio show's dialog by speaking messages
that are then converted into text and either
read on air by the hosts and/or posted to
the show's website. Listeners can leave short
and concise messages without being put on
hold or talking to a call screener first. While
similar radio call -in shows invite listener

participation, the opinions that make it to air
are selected to keep the conversation moving
forward. With the Spinvox technology, radio
hosts are able to sort through these messages
quickly and deliver more of the most salient
thoughts on the air.

678-393-5501; www.spinvox.com
us.sales@spinvox.com

XLR in -line
RF iso transformer
Connectronics
XLR-ISO: XLR-ISO is a new product
for inline matching transformers. It is

an XLR Female OdBm at 6000 to XLR
Male 6000 line level matching trans-
former in a shielded case. It features a
compact transformer with XLR male and
female ends. The shield is lifted from
input to output. It removes hum and
passes phantom power to condenser
microphones
800-322-2537; www.connectronics.com

sales@connectronics.com

Consulting Frofessional Engineers

 Expert Witness Testimony

 FCC Applications

 Frequency Searches

 Co -location Studies

 Coverage Modeling & Maps

 Interference Analysis Studies

 RF Exposure Studies & Reports

 Custom Map Preparation

Call us now

to discuss your

project needs.

352-367-1725

RE -Engineers, Inc.
alex@rfenglneers.com

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitters

MUM
GET ON -THE -MR, STAY ON -THE -AIR!

V 50W RF output continuous duty!
V Auto protect, auto soft fail. auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Dig.tal display of all parameters!
V Simple to install!
What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50
was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all
parameters, with automatic power -eduction and restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No more down time
AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 2. 74 (PF3PX50) and
Industry Canada approved (IC: 4313A-PX50) so you
never have to worry about non compliance! Make your
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey!

THE ORIGINAL...
-STATION-IN-R-BOX"

Since the intrcduction of our
"Station -In -A -Box" hundreds have

been put in service worldwide!
From temporary locations, rapid deploy

ment installations, to emergency boadcast facilities,
there is no quicker way to get on the air!

Custom designs include full audio production and con-
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMP
cable "'lake installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station -M -A -Box" from Ramsey!

N.V.11 ilk

ramsey

www.michaelpatton.com

Michael Patton
& Associates

Repair/retune service - in house;

*Harris MW- & SX- series modules

*Solid-state FM IPA module "bricks"

*Exciters. STLs, audio processors. etc.

Expert AM/FM Transmitter Work;

*All makes & models, old and new

*Repair. rebuild & retune

*In-house or at your facility

Baton Rouge, Louisiana

225-752-4189
Licensed-Certified-Insured

Mott ltd
3/101 I a Plata Hwy
Farmington, \ \ I 87401

Phone 505-327-5646
1-n% 505-325-1142

Folded Unipole

Antennas

Detuning
Systems

Gilastat
Lighnimg

Dissipation
Systems

Nello Towers

Radian/Rohn
Towers

www.nottltd.com
info@nottltd.corn
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Relay S
The Relay Sep

alit& brow r,

using the bu It 18

Schedul
The Schedule erlthel
to 100 unique events u in m

programmed vi h Hour inute
and events are rogra med u

WEB POWER TO01,,,5
eb-based Three -relay Module
ay to remotely control equipment over the Internet using

-0

elays can be turned on, off, Qulsed or timed latched

enabled event scheduler that can store and control up --'T
available NTP timeserver as a time base. Events may be
Seconds and Day/Month or Day of Week. Cogriguration

ing a standard web browser.

Status Sentin ITM Web -based Three Input Module
The Status Sentinel is full -featured, Ethernet based data acquisition device with three
optically isolated status (digital) inputs. The Status Sentinel am be monitored over the
Internet using a web br wser.

Temperature SentinelTM Web -based Quad Temperature Module9
Equipped with one SPDT relay and the ability to communicate with up to four digital
temperature sensors and one optically isolated contact dosure input. It cap be controlled,
and/or monitored over the Internet.

WebSwitch Remote Power Switch
The WebSwitch is an ideal solution for instant remote reboot or remote control over the
Internet' WebSwitch T'" offers two power outlets, which can be independently controlled
using a web browser or web -enabled mobile device.

USA Proud

BROADCASTt o o Is
www broadcasttools corn

INNOVATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING TOOLS FOR BROADCAST

91.°1191.5.......5.59PPPPOW
'TORPEY TIME...

The Good Time People!

I

www.torpeytime.com

CLK-25

CLK-50

Systems
www.di xonsyste ms .c orn

Torbay Time Product line now proudly manufactured by Dixon Systems Inc.

THE
S i Li

HAWK
Your Low Cost Solution for Monitoring

Audio and EAS Receivers
EAS Re rolved 2/1912009 7'2612 AM
[Stud, H....4.1public@TheSWOloHawk com

my ddmmemystAbon corn

Proem - Arlie ton or cab le Amte y n..m y

+ Monitors 8 status channels, 8 analog channels and 8 relays
+ Expandable to 24 channels
+ Emails or text messages of alarms $650

FREE demo at

www.TheStudioHawk.com
by intrinsicr,et
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AgidaPod

Finally, a Microphone ON -OFF controller with an integrated

high output stereo headphone amplifier featuring user

selectable phase reversal. These units are ideal for remote

broadcasts and talk studio applications.

Various options are available such as a quality mic pre -amp

with selectable phantom power, and top or front mounted

buttons.

The Audio -Pod System consists of from 1 to 4 Audio -Pod

Modules and a Power Supply which can power up to 4

Audio -Pod's.

Audio -Pod's can be table top mounted using the supplied

rubber feet. Hook & Loop material, or permanently

mounted using the optional tilting table top bracket or

recessed into the work surface using an optional flush

mounting bezel.

There are too many features to mention in this small ad

space. so please visit us on the web for details and pricing

for the Audio -Pod System and many other innovative

products for the broadcaster.

www.dmengineering.com

DM 2174 Chandler St.

Camarillo. CA 93010

.1±".9)..9.. 805-987-7881 800-249-0487

PHASETEK, INC.

PHASETEK'S manufacturing facility and

components expertise are available to de-
sign and fabricate any type of inductor or

special R.F. component.

Our experienced staff of engineers and
production personnel are dedicated to
provide the broadcast industry the highest

quality custom designed phasing equip-
ment.

CUSTOS! PKASON INSTALLATION

RADIO STATION WXYT, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
9 TOWER, SO NW DA -2 PHASOR SYSTEM

PHASETEK, INC.
550 CALIFORNIA RD, UNIT I I

QUAKERTOWN PA 18951
PHONE: 215-536-6648 FAX: 215-536-7180

TOL1 -FREE: 800-742-7181

From the people you have known and trusted for years

BELAR
"1Then accuracy c-xints, count on Be/ar"

BELAR's
ECONOMIC STIMULUS PACKAG

"CASH FOR CLUNKERS

Trade in your old Modulation Monitoring
Equipment and get up to $1850.00 Credit

on the Purchase of the All New Belar
FMCS -1

/ 1/4 I

IN. laaa
TOW 0

711.411

on MD

ma as
M Tam

MA=
4111.11ear ..

MIA 00 NOM 0
610
11.41 11 11

nalog All -in -One FMCS -1

"With Direct Carrier Demodulation"

Starting as low as
$6900.00

Special pricing also available
on the FMHD-1

Call for Details - Limited time off I-

BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY INC.
610-687-5550 - sales@belar.com - www.belar.com
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Design Tools

C

Because Genius Ain't Easy!

FREE!
WireCAD v6 PRO 4 Seat Facility License

Three Chances to Win!

www.wirecad.com

Remote Control Power!

Sicon-R - Web & r
The Sicon-8 lets you control your site via Internet with its internal Web
server, via telephone, auto -answering cell phone or our free software.
Setup is a breeze using the Sicontroller software that also includes
scripting. e-mail alerts, multi -site management. virtual metering 8 more!

Includes
Action
Sequences!

DT -232 - Multi Purpose Dial -up Controller
An inexpensive dial -up remote control with amazing capabilities! Gives
you DTMF access to 4, programmable relays that respond to any DTMF
tone or sequence. Serial data outputs in your, user -defined, format for
interfacing to virtually any piece of hardware. Accepts ASCII input from

its serial port to generate tones. Includes free setup & control software.

t-7 cc Monitor w/Vile,)
Silence Sentinel ushers in a new era of analog audio monitoring. Monitor
your audio from any Web browser. When silence is detected, it can
perform user -programmed. automated. sequences of actions & can also
respond to user control via the network or via external status inputs.

Get info on these & other great remote
control products at www.circuitwerkes.com

MOORETRONIX
IiR,411( AST A I\ DI,TRIAI !If(

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available. the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface.

Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device

and console logic. Each module comes with connectors, pins and

instructions. Optional mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
1NVVW.MOORETRONIX.COM

jranscom
orporation

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

1 KW

2 KW
2 KW
5 KW
5 KW
10 KW
10 KW
14+5 KW
20 KW
27.5 KW
30 KW

5 KW
5 KW

5 KW
5 KW

50 KW

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
2009 Crown FM1000E (demo), solid state
2001 BE FM2-C, solid state
2005 Harris Z2, solid state
1989 Harris FM5K1
1991 Harris HT5
1993 Continental 816A, solid state IPA
2002 Harris ZIO
2005 BE Fmi1405 (IBOC) HD, solid state
2005 BE FM20S, solid state
1984 Continental 816R -4B, solid state IPA
1994 Harris HT30C0

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
1982 Harris MW5A
1987 Harris MW5B
1987 Harris SX5A, solid state
2002 Nautel ND5, solid state
1989 Nautel Amptel 50, solid state

EXCITERS NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
*New* 30 W synthesized exciters VIstt our website for the latest sales
Used Harris 2nd Generation Digit Exciter Special Discount Pricing On:
Used Nautel NE -50 exciter VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w to 10kW)
Used BE Fxi-250, FM & HD TV STL

Please visit our web site, www.tmamtv.com for current listings or
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361
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Bay Country
...BROADCAST LOW PMLNI

Your #1 Source For
Quality Used Radio

Broadcast Equipment

View our latest list of
equipment on-line at:

www.baycountry.com
or call and we'll fax it to you.

All equipment sold with
a 15 day return gurantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21220

Ph: 877-722-1031
Fax: 443-596-0212

www.baycountry.com
email: sales@baycountry.com

Free Webinar:
IP Audio in the Studio

Raiff')
THE 11.4010 TECHNOLOGY LEADEN

Nov. 17, 2009
2 p.m. ET/11 a.m. PT

Digital audio has evolved to be trans-
ported via packet -switched networks
as IP audio. What you'll learn:
 Overall uses of IP audio in the studio
 Selecting and implementing hardware
 Establishing and maintaining an IP
audio network
 The various systems and standards
 Unique issues of IP audio in the studio
 Real -world applications of IP audio
Instructor: Jeff Smith, CSRE CBNT
Clear Channel Supervisor of Broadcast/Studio Engineering

Register now at RtoMagOnline.com

itallWIITTS/4110W411TS
Osi a

Transmitting & Audio Tubes
Semiconductors

Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate
Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744.0700. 800-737-2787
Fax: 760 744-1943

www.rfparts.com
E 1171511.

rfp@rfparts.com lif
Sia,, /967

RF PARTS"
COMPANY

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Longley-Ric 1 in Hawaii Using Terrain -J0 .

. SAI

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predictir.g coverage

40 Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice. TIREM. ITU-R P 1546-1,
PTP, FCC and others with Probe 4T"
Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommander-m

.itPreaare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro 2T"

Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain-3DTM

V,oft Tie leader in broadcast
'.',1..engineering''''' ^'"':::: consulting

software

WWW. y -soft . co m 800 743-3684

11111 R D L
Radio Design Labs

23 "connectorized" utility modules
for audio & video

1 ) ) )

a.
;

ONIS ,

 Pi0   
EZ-H DA6
Stereo Headphone DA - 1x6

\only $159.95-

EZ-AFC2
Stereo Balanced/Unbalanced Converter

(A$174.95

-1 ) )

 0 0 0,
c. 0 0 O

EZ-MX4ML
Mic/Stereo Line Audio Mixer - 4x1

only $149.95

YOUR SMART SOURCE FOR RDL AND MORE:

PROvAliJ 0.cfl

a Crouse-Kimzey Company

cedelitating, 38 Tans, 4 Rxcellence

www.proaudio.com  (800)433-2105
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

Running to the site?

Time to Remote the site I

Stackley Devices. LLC

(609)647-9677

www.remote-outlet.com

Acoustics First®
. 888.765-2900
Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate Noise°
http://www.acousticsfirst.com

HELP WANTED

WHUR-FM is seeking a Director of Engi-
neering and IT. Please visit www.hr.howard.
edu for a complete job posting and apply at

CareerseHoward. Howard University does
not discriminate on the basis of race, color,
national and ethnic origin, sex, marital sta-
tus, religion, or disability.

Get your own copy!
Each month, the Radio
Technology Leader brings
you the latest must -read
information:
 Managing Technology
 Trends in Technology
 Facility Showcase
 RF Engineering
 Field Reports
 New Products
 FCC Update R exposed

iatika

Rad!
To start your own FREE

subscription, go to

subscribe.RadioMagOnline.com?tc=nn6007

and complete the
online form TODAY!
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Dial Global

Radio Networks
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Conrad Trautmann
certified by the

Society of Broadcast
Engineers as a CPBE,
has served on the

SBE national board of directors and
also as chairman and treasurer of
NYC Chapter 15. He has close to
10 years of experience working for
radio networks and prior to that spent
roughly 20 years as chief engineer/
IT manager of some well-known radio
stations including WBAB, WBLI and
WALK on Long Island; WSYR, Y94FM
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SIGN OFF
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

Do you remember?
In 1986 John Battison wrote an article called
"Making History" in which he made predictions
about the future of broadcast radio. Here are his

predictions, followed by comments from Editor Chriss

Scherer on the actual state of these topics now.

1986 -Cellular telephones are obviously
going to play an increasingly large part in our

lives and in the development of personal por-
table telephones. These phones have been
available for years, and many engineers
have had 2 -meter rigs in their cars for some
time. However, cellular radio will make
phones far more efficient and attractive to
the general public.

2009-They're not just phones anymore:
They are media players, cameras, Internet
browsers and broadcast receivers.
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1986-Stereo broadcasting: We've heard
quad stereo and I, for one, have been unimpressed by

it. Now we have stereo AM. That technology seems
a little more impressive, but I can't help wondering
how far it will go in the future. Will it really do that
much to boost sagging AM radio ratings?

2009 -We know that AM stereo never really
took off. And except for a few market -leading
stations, AM ratings continue to fall.

1986 -Subcarriers: SCAs are old hat by now.
The only recent change is that the commission has
now increased the number of channels that may be
carried on an FM carrier. Similar control systems can

be carried on AM. AM still cannot do as much as
FM in the way of providing ancillary services on a
carrier, but AM-SCA can certainly provide a means

www.RadioMagOnline.corn

of increased revenue for an astute operator.
2009 - SCAs have changed little since then,

although digital methods (including FM Extra) have
given some stations new uses. Multicast capability
on FM HD Radio is today's modern equivalent to
the 1980s SCA.

1986-Radio control: Children are now play-
ing with radio -controlled airplanes, and I recently
saw an ad for a radio -controlled submarine. UHF
propagation is so much better understood than it
was 30 years ago, and is being used in ways
undreamed of in 1950. Unfortunately, the mobile
radio interests are dreaming of unused UHF channels

for communication purposes. This is something that
all UHF operators should watch closely.

2009-Everyone wants a piece of the spectrum
used by broadcasters. TV stations are fighting the
white spaces and 2GHz encroachers, while terres-
trial radio is struggling with low -power services.

1986-Digital: The catchword today is digital,
and everyone is climbing on the band -wagon.
Digital techniques certainly offer freedom from
noise and allow international compatibility. As the
industry develops additional standards, further use
of the technology will take place. Computers are
almost commonplace today. We have passed the
era when people saw the computer as a vade
mecum, or a universal panacea, and purchased
thousands in high hopes of gaining a third hand.
However, as the wild enthusiasm levels off, com-
puters are becoming more and more a part of our
daily lives. Self -repairing and operating equipment
and robots are also on the horizon.

2009-Digitalis still the catch word, but we know
how to use it better. The enthusiasm over computers
hasn't really waned, but it has matured. No one can
imagine life without the Internet today. Self -repairing

equipment? In some ways, yes. Robots? Not yet.
And what are Battison's thoughts on today's in-

dustry? He writes, "In the field of transmission we
have a number of dubious designs and devices
including the unpopular IBOC. Dissident engineers
are demanding the end of AM broadcasting, which
has been considerably weakened by excessive
interference due to laxity on the part of the FCC
in enforcing non -radio sourced anti -interference
rules (very foolish because with AM all you need
for reception is headphones, a semiconductor a
capacitor and a little wire. Other systems require
more complicated receiving devices.)"

Here's to the next 20, 40, 100 years.

How many articles has Battison
written for us? Find out at
RadioMagOnline.com
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NEW full featured, professional consoles at amazing prices from A AKIS

S1,599
ARC-1OU

8 channels

Stereo Program output

2 mic, 4 stereo line, PC, Phone in

USE interface for play record from a PC

Mix -minus in -out for an external Telephone Hybrid

BOTH balancad and unbalanced inputs and outputs for flexibility

...what more need be said ?

S3,495
ARC-15BP

S5,495
MARC-15-12

www.arrakis-systems.com 970.461.0730



FINALLY,,,,FAILSAFE NETWORKED AMP,
WHEATSTONE E-AKIES 8 WHEATNENP ARE YOUR BEST CHOICE BY A LONG SHOL

When it comes to networking your facilities,
there's only one best choice. Wheatstone.
For years, we've been the network/control
surface choice of top broadcasters.
And with good reason - we care.

Wheatstone's Audio-Over-IP product is the
tmnSt in thrl hi pripcc HhrP'c why:

1. WheatNet-IP is easiest for a
station to implement and configure.

No need tor Wheatstone to provide factory
on -site assistance unless you realy WANT
us there. The manual and app notes will
have you up, running and stable in lessrnn
2. WheatNet-IP is a natural for large
facility multi -station networking (and for
smaller facilities too!). .

features of Ethernet Layer 3 switches to
identify a multicast packet, see which ports
are requesting that packet, and send it only
to those ports. Traffic control is maintained

,,mined.

3. Redundancy is critical. A typical
"Vir leatklet-iP iristaliatior) nab multiple
levels of redundancy. Each BLADE holds the
complete map of the entire system within its
onboard memory - we call it distributed
intelligence -a system with 50 BLADEs has

49 backups with failover in the event of a
failure. Cisco Stackwise technology provides
redundancy in the central core TOC switch.
A WheatNet-IP/E-Series console studio
complex can stand alone, even if the
TOC goes down, with backup analog or
digital program audio feeding a back end
router independent of the core Gigabit
infrlcin irtt irn

4. Modular is better Why would you
twitch, mix engine

and I/O into one box? Beats us. With
WheatNet-IP, you install only what you need,
where you need it. We believe in
not overselling.

5. Manufacturing quality ie very
important. le is proud to have

icord in the business for
reliability and intelligent

functionality. With far more up -and -running
installations than anyone else, this is
where we really shine. An investment in
VVheatNet-IP and E -Series control surfaces
today will reward you with a future -proof,
failsafe networking/control environment that's
infinitely updatable and in for the long run.

6. WheatNet-IP has an advantage.
Taxe a 100K at your entire environment.
Wheatstone is a perfect partner because
we are always there, always innovating.
Built into every WheatNet-IP BLADE are
features others just didn't think of - handy
utility mixers, silence detection, crosspoint
routing control, headphone monitoring
of any source, lots of logic GPIO, and
comprehensive metering of audio VO, not
just signal -presence indicators. And, in the
hugely unlikely event that a BLADE needs to
be replaced, you just plug in a new one and
entr?i- thr, BLADE ni IrnhPr That's it.

7. Wheatstone is local. 'NheatNet-IR
a L ALL Wheatstone
products, are designed, engineered and built
from start to finish in our New Bern NC USA
facility. Everyone who works on our products
is 100% knowledgeable and immediately
available. You can relax - like the famous
insurance company, you actually ARE in
good hands.

With WheatNet-IP, we think we've done our
homework. In fact, we know we have. And
we're happy to say that we've got the best
product on the market. To learn more, and
there's a LOT more, get us on the phone or
visit us on the web. We'll be happy to meet
with you and get you everything you need.

Audio Networking-Simply Evolved
phone 1.252.638-7MC I www.vvneatstone.com I sales@mteatstone.com


